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In ASL, two-handed signs fall into three major sets. In one set the hands have diﬀerent shapes and either only the dominant hand moves or the hands move as a unit.
Battison’s Dominance Condition was intended to account for the fact that the nondominant hand typically assumes an unmarked shape when it is stationary. However, we show that the non-dominant hand does this even when the hands move as a
unit. In the second set the hands have the same shape and only the dominant hand
moves. These signs are unrestricted for handshape. In the third set the hands have
the same shape and both move. Battison’s Symmetry Condition was intended to
account for restrictions on the parameters of these signs. We argue that four basic
types of symmetry transformations occur, with various complications: reﬂection,
rotation, translation, and glide reﬂection, all of which call for conditions speciﬁc to
them, and lead to an overriding condition on movement in symmetry transformation signs. The conditions uncovered here might be morpheme structure constraints
or, instead, simply follow from physiological limitations of hands in motion.
Keywords: American Sign Language, lexical database, handshapes, handshape
changes, symmetry, movement, morphology, physiological constraints

1.

Introduction

This work is a detailed exploration of a particular dictionary corpus of two-handed
signs in ASL, with an eye toward testing the generalizability of two well-known
conditions on their form.
American Sign Language has a morpheme structure constraint on two-handed
signs known as the Symmetry Condition. It was ﬁrst proposed in Battison (1974) and
restated in Battison (1978: 33–34) as follows:
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(1) Symmetry Condition
(a) If both hands of a sign move independently during its articulation, then (b)
both hands must be speciﬁed for the same location, the same handshape, the
same movement (whether performed simultaneously or in alternation), and the
speciﬁcations for orientation must be either symmetrical or identical.

Battison explains that the “same location” is to be understood as in the same area or in
mirror-image locations with respect to the “line of bilateral symmetry.” Likewise,
“symmetrical orientation” is to be understood as mirror-image orientation with
respect to the “plane which separates them,” and “identical orientation” is to be
understood as the same with respect to the body.
The Symmetry Condition is “inversely related,” according to Battison, to another
morpheme structure constraint, which he calls the Dominance Condition (1978: 34):
(2) Dominance Condition
(a) If the hands of a two-handed sign do not share the same speciﬁcation for
handshape (i.e., they are diﬀerent), then (b) One hand must be passive while
the active hand articulates the movement, and (c) The speciﬁcation of the
passive handshape is restricted to be one of a small set: a, s, b, 5, g, c, and o.

Battison says that part (c) of the Dominance Condition has very few exceptions. He
argues that these seven handshapes are unmarked in that they are the naturally most
basic handshapes in a phonological sense.1
So far as we know, although Battison’s conditions are frequently cited, no in-depth
study of the particulars of the Symmetry Condition has been published, nor has
anyone scrutinized the division of two-handed signs into three major sets, ones that
observe the Symmetry Condition, ones that observe the Dominance Condition, and
ones that are not covered by either condition. In this third set fall signs in which both
hands move, but not independently, and signs in which only one hand moves but both
hands have the same shape. Both conditions demand close study, as does this tripartite division.
The present work examines the full range of two-handed signs with these aims. We
conclude that signs group in a similar way to how Battison would have it, but with
some diﬀerences once the conditions are properly understood. We argue for the
existence of four conditions on signs involving symmetry transformations, one each on
reﬂection, rotation, translation and glide reﬂection, which together bring us to an
overriding generalization stated in our Movement Symmetry Condition. This
condition replaces (1), and is augmented by a new Complexity Condition on Handshape, to account for constraints on signs involving symmetry transformations. The

1.Please note that g here is to be interpreted as a conﬂation of g and 1 (index ﬁnger).
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Expanded Dominance Condition replaces (2). And we propose the Markedness
Condition on Handshape change, which is pertinent to all signs. Signs fall into three
sets, then: (a) those that involve symmetry transformations (which observe the
Movement Symmetry Condition and the Complexity Condition on Handshape), (b)
those in with the handshapes diﬀer and only the dominant hand moves (which observe
the Expanded Dominance Condition), and (c) those in which the handshapes are the
same and only the dominant hand moves (ie. all the rest). We conclude that whether
one uses the formulations in (1) and (2) or our replacement conditions, these
conditions are largely motivated by physiological factors. It is yet to be established
whether they are, then, extrinsic to morphology per se or are bona ﬁde morpheme
structure conditions.

2. Our database
In gathering an inventory of two-handed signs to study, we used The American Sign
Language Handshape Dictionary. This dictionary serves our study well because the
descriptions of the signs are admirably clear, both in illustrations and words. Further,
this source was assembled without bias toward any particular linguistic analysis of
signs. However, the book has a clear functional goal (to be as accessible as possible to
the general public), so the number of handshapes is limited to meet this end. This
simpliﬁcation of the database can lead to overlooked generalizations.2 However, our
hope is that the signs in this source are representative of the signs in ASL with respect
to the particular questions we are asking. Following each sign we give in parentheses
the page number where it is found in our source.
This study includes every two-handed sign in that work. A caveat is in order at the
start. The deﬁnition of a two-handed sign is a bit tricky. Certainly, any sign in which
the articulators are both hands or in which one hand is an articulator and the other is
the location of articulation must be included. Many signs, however, involve one hand
as articulator, where the location of articulation is a part of the other arm, including
the wrist. Other signs involve one forearm as articulator, where the location of
articulation is the other forearm. Our source speciﬁed the handshape for the nondominant hand whenever the location of articulation was the wrist (as in nurse
(235)). But for the other signs of this type, our source generally listed the nondominant hand as “passive”. From looking at the pictures, we ﬁlled in the shape of the
nondominant hand, which was often the same handshape as the dominant hand. We

2.For example, when we discuss signs that involve handshape changes, we simply list these changes
separately, whereas, in fact, with a larger database, generalizations about systematic changes in joint
conﬁguration might well emerge.
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have included all these signs in our study, but we mark those that our source listed as
having a “passive” nondominant hand with a double asterisk just for the reader’s
information. Those signs are grouped together in Appendix A.3
Sometimes a sign has two distinct parts, where each part is of a diﬀerent type
(among the seven major types we distinguish in this work). In most instances, these
signs are compounds. If one element of the compound already appears elsewhere in
our study, then we list the compound under the type of the element not already
appearing elsewhere. We make note of all those choices in the text below.
The inventory of handshapes used in this study is given in Appendix B. We have
followed our source in distinguishing between the handshapes g and 1. If the thumb
being parallel to the index ﬁnger matters, we have g. Otherwise, we have 1. We use the
term “claw” for bent5. We use the term “ﬂat” for ﬂattened (for o only).
It is a common phenomenon for citation forms of lexical entries (i.e. forms like
those in our study) to diﬀer somewhat from those lexical entries in ordinary conversation. This phenomenon can be quite exaggerated in ASL. So the planes of symmetry
that we talk about below may actually vary considerably in a conversation stream. Still,
since we are focusing on morpheme structure conditions, we consider our database
appropriate for our interests.4
We also note that many predicates of motion that occur in ordinary conversation
use two hands at once, moving independently and without any of the conditions we
will discuss in this paper. For example, if someone were talking about a car accident,
each hand might assume the vehicle classiﬁer for handshape, and come at the other on
paths that are somewhat representative of the paths the actual vehicles took, which are
unlikely to be symmetrical to one another. As an anonymous reviewer pointed out to
us, in these conversations each hand might really be performing a one-handed sign.
Consistent with that analysis is the fact that classiﬁer predicates are unrestrained as to

3.Another important issue is distinguishing between redundant data and distinct data. For
example, our source lists association (152), family (221), group (228), and other signs separately,
but these signs form a family (the formal deﬁnition of which is oﬀered in Fernald and Napoli 2000)
— and the whole family has the same characteristics with respect to the issue of symmetry. So each
sign in a family is not giving new information about the range of symmetry possibilities in ASL. Still,
we have not attempted to group together families of signs, especially since not all sign-family analyses
we would oﬀer would be uncontroversial. We simply alert the reader to this redundancy and
proceed, following our source.
4.Two caveats are in order here. First, we have not considered facial gestures in our study,
focusing, instead, on the relative shapes, positions, and movements of hands with respect to what
they tell us about symmetry in ASL morpheme structure conditions. Second, there is much variation
in signs, just as in speech. Beyond dialectal variation, however, we also ﬁnd variation that is
somewhat political in nature. Some signers use fewer initialized signs than others, for example. Our
source includes many initialized signs, and we have therefore done the same. We have not noted any
signiﬁcant diﬀerences that the inclusion of initialized signs makes on our conclusions, however.
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handshape (witness the use of 3 for vehicles, v for people, bentv for animals, l for
various types of guns, for example), just as one-handed signs are. Thus, these signs
should not be included in a study of two-handed signs, like ours. Certainly, this
analysis calls for further support. We therefore note that whatever ﬁndings this paper
presents are to be taken as relevant to morpheme structure as presented in citation
forms. The study of the spatial relationships of the hands in conversations must be a
separate work, which we are not presently undertaking.
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3. Signs that should not fall under Battison’s Symmetry Condition
We present three types of signs that should not fall under Battison’s Symmetry
Condition: those in which the hands assume diﬀerent shapes and only the dominant
hand moves, what we call Type 1; those in which the hands assume the same shape and
only the dominant hand moves, what we call Type 2; and those in which the hands
assume diﬀerent shapes and both hands move, but as a unit (not independently), what
we call Type 3.
3.1 Type 1 signs: Two-handed signs in which the handshapes diﬀer and
only the dominant hand moves
Type 1 signs should conform to the Dominance Condition in (2), but should in no
way be constrained by the Symmetry Condition in (1). Our data base includes 300
signs of Type 1, listed in Appendix C. We note that in our corpus generally the
dominant hand makes contact with the nondominant hand. However, in one sign in
our corpus (swallow (326)) the hands do not make contact.5 And many signers we
have questioned (in the Philadelphia area) do not make contact of the two hands for
several of these signs (such as read (286)).
Fifteen handshapes are attested for the nondominant hand, but this number can
be reduced to ten if we conﬂate varieties of single handshapes as Battison clearly did in
formulating his Dominance Condition. It seems phonologically sensible to conﬂate in
this way, since we know of no minimal pairs of full lexical items that diﬀer only by
whether the hand or hands are b versus bentb or o versus ﬂato, or so forth. However,
there are classiﬁers that diﬀer in this way. Openb and bentb are diﬀerent classiﬁers;
babyo and ﬂato are diﬀerent classiﬁers; v and bentv are diﬀerent classiﬁers; and so on.
If our study were not limited to morpheme structure constraints, and, instead, looked
at conversation streams involving classiﬁer predicates, such a conﬂation would,

5.This version of the sign has a c for the nondominant hand and a 1 for the dominant hand.
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therefore, be questionable. Preferring to err on the side of caution, we list separately
for the reader all varieties of handshapes in all our tables and appendices. But when we
calculate percentages of signs that use marked versus unmarked handshapes, we group
all varieties of a given handshape together.
Among the handshapes listed in the Dominance Condition, we ﬁnd attested in
Type 1 signs a (two varieties), b (three varieties), c, 1 (g in Battison’s terms), o, s, and
5 — that is, all of them. But we also ﬁnd h, l, and v. These 300 signs, then, use only
ﬁfteen of the 39 handshapes in our inventory. In one sign the nondominant hand
changes shape (as, in fact, does the dominant hand) from c to s; that is, from one
unmarked handshape to another. Table 1 gives an inventory and distribution of the
nondominant handshapes used by Type 1 signs, and Figure 1 shows a representative
sign: butter (234).6
Table 1. Inventory and distribution of nondominant handshapes for Type 1 signs.
Type 1 — non-dominant hand

number

Type 1 — non-dominant hand

number

a
opena
b
bentb
openb
c
h
l

4
1
10
1
179
11
3
1

o
ﬂato
s
v
1
5
open8
c >s

6
1
38
2
31
10
1
1

In one sign, not^guilty (201), the ﬁrst half of the compound is an imperfect
reﬂection across the midsaggital plane (not(169), included in Type 4A* below), but
the second half is a Type 1 sign (accuse, with nondominant openb and dominant a).7
Clearly, openb is the most prevalent nondominant handshape, accounting for
almost 60% of Type 1 signs. If we lump the three varieties of b together, that percentage climbs to over 63%. The next most prevalent, but far behind b, is s, with 13%, and
then 1 (Battison’s g), with more than 10%. Straggling behind are c, 5, o (two
varieties), and a (two varieties). Then there are from one to three examples each with
h, v, l, and open8, and the single example of changing handshapes, c > s. All
together, 294 signs out of 300 have a nondominant handshape listed in Battison’s
Dominance Condition — that is, 98%.

6.All ﬁgures exemplifying signs in this article come from Tennant and Brown (1998). We thank
Gallaudet University Press for their generous permission here.
7.We follow our source in identifying compounds. But a sign like not^guilty might well be a
sequence of two signs.

<LINK "nap-r6">
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Figure 1.butter (234)

Figure 2.not^guilty (201)

This total percentage is good evidence for the Dominance Condition. Further, this
distribution of handshapes suggests a hierarchy of markedness, where b (all varieties
lumped together), s, and 1 are less marked than the other unmarked handshapes. This
ﬁnding makes physiological sense. If you drop your hands by your sides, in a relaxed
stance, the handshape assumed is closer to b than to any other ASL handshape.
Certainly the ﬁngers are not pressed together (as in a citation b), but they are far from
abducted (as in a 5). b, then, is, arguably, the physiologically least marked of all
handshapes. S is also physiologically unmarked in that all ﬁve ﬁngers are in the same
closed position, so all ligaments and muscles that aﬀect movement of the ﬁngers are
doing the same job (MacConaill & Basmajian 1969). Extending just the index ﬁnger,
as in 1, is physiologically favored, compared to extending any other single digit except

<LINK "nap-r1">
"nap-r15">
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the thumb (Woodward 1982; Ann 1993).
In contrast, there are few restrictions on the handshape of the dominant hand. Of
the 39 handshapes in our database of two-handed signs, all but ﬁve of them occur in our
Type 1 signs. Missing are w, 4, 6, 8, and l-i. 268 signs of Type 1 have a dominant hand
that does not change handshape during the sign. Of these, 148 use an unmarked
handshape (in any of its variants) — that is, 55%. In other words, unmarked handshapes
occur most often, period. However, the contrast in both the range of possible handshapes
and the relative preponderance of unmarked handshapes between the nondominant and
the dominant hands of Type 1 signs is sharp. When 98% of the signs use an unmarked
handshape for the nondominant hand, but only 55% use an unmarked handshape for the
dominant hand, we can conclude that the nondominant handshape is restricted, while the
dominant one is not. We give the relevant numbers for the dominant hand in Table 2.
Here and elsewhere we call handshapes that do not change “ﬁxed.”
We note that one sign made with an open8 dominant hand has the thumb curved
forward (earth (367)).
There are also 32 signs in which the handshape of the dominant hand changes.
Seven of these signs use marked handshapes on the dominant hand, and an additional
four change from or to a marked handshape. So 66% (21 out of 32) use only unmarked handshapes, while 78% (25 out of 32) use unmarked handshapes at least part
of the time. Again, that percentage is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the percentage of
signs that use unmarked handshapes for the nondominant hand — so the dominant

Table 2.Inventory and distribution of dominant ﬁxed handshapes for Type 1 signs.
Type 1 — dominant hand

number

Type 1 — dominant hand

number

a
opena
b
bentb
openb
c
d
e
f
openf
g
h
i
k
l
bentl
m

11
12
3
16
9
14
5
3
9
1
3
16
2
12
4
1
1

o
babyo
ﬂato
r
s
t
v
bentv
x
y
1
3
bent3
5
claw
open8
1-i

3
4
6
3
7
2
21
8
9
7
46
3
2
6
8
9
2

Morpheme structure constraints on two-handed signs in American Sign Language
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hand here is not restricted. The changes are shown in Table 3 and a representative sign
is given in Figure 3: melon (364).

Figure 3.melon (364)
Table 3.Inventory and distribution of handshape changes for the dominant hand for Type 1
signs.
Type 1 — dominant changes

number

Type 1 — dominant changes

number

c > ﬂato
c>s
c>5
openf >f
g > babyo
ﬂato > 5
t > opena
v>h
v>t
v > bentv

2
3
1
2
1
6
1
1
1
1

1>x
5>a
5 > ﬂato
claw > a
claw > s > 5
8 > open8
open8 > s
open8 > 5
open8 > 8

1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

We conclude that in Type 1 signs the nondominant hand is restricted to unmarked
shapes, with few exceptions. While the dominant hand is free (although unmarked
handshapes, naturally, still occur with high frequency). Type 1 signs are found in
Appendix C.
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3.2 Type 2 signs: Two-handed signs in which the handshapes are identical and
only the dominant hand moves
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In Type 2 signs the hands have the same shape, but only the dominant hand moves.
These signs should not be constrained by either the Dominance Condition (since
requirement (a) is not met) or the Symmetry Condition (again since requirement (a)
is not met).
Of the 39 handshapes in our inventory, 21 are found in Type 2 signs. Table 4 gives
the number of signs using each handshape out of a total of 149 signs. Figure 4 gives a
representative sign: careful (243).

Figure 4.careful (243).

Table 4.Inventory and distribution of ﬁxed handshapes for Type 2 signs
Type 2 handshape

Number

Type 2 handshape

Number

a
opena
b
bentb
openb
f
h
i
k
l
s

5
6
6
2
61
3
12
4
2
2
11

v
bentv
w
x
y
1
4
5
open8
1-i

2
2
1
2
1
16
2
6
1
2
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Again, openb stands out as the most prevalent handshape for Type 2 signs, just as
it was for the nondominant hand in Type 1 signs. The next most prevalent handshape
is 1, another shape we already identiﬁed as extremely unmarked. 76% (114 out of 150)
of these signs use the seven unmarked handshapes (in all their variants) identiﬁed by
Battison. That ﬁgure is similar to the ﬁgure for the dominant hand in Type 1 signs —
and we conclude that handshape is not restricted in Type 2 signs. Consistent with that
conclusion is that the third most prevalent handshape is H, in 8% (12 out of 149) of
the signs. (Contrast to Type 1, where h occurs as the nondominant handshape in less
than 1% and, in fact, as the dominant in only 6%.)
In addition to the 149 signs described above, there were sixteen other two-handed
signs in which only the dominant hand moves, but the dominant hand changes shape.
In nine cases the dominant hand starts with the same handshape as the nondominant.
In six cases it ends with the same handshape as the nondominant. And in one case it
both starts and ends with the same handshape as the nondominant, changing to
another shape in between. The handshape changes of the dominant hand are given in
Tables 5–7 with a representative sign for each in Figures 5–7.

Figure 5.next^year (279)

One could ask whether these sixteen signs really belong in Type 2 or, rather,
belong in Type 1, since the two hands have diﬀerent shapes at least part of the time.
This is the approach Brentari (1998: 256–267) takes. If we compare the range of
handshape changes for Type 1 signs to those for Type 2 signs, however, we ﬁnd little
in common. g > babyo in one Type 1 sign, while h > g > babyo in one Type 2 sign.
claw > s in one Type 2 sign, while claw > s > 5 in one Type 1 sign. Other than that,

133
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Figure 6.additionally (351)

Table 5.Inventory and distribution of handshape changes where the dominant hand starts the
same as the nondominant for Type 2 signs
Type 2 — dominant change: starts same as non-dominant

number

openb > a
openb > bentb
openb > s
h > g > babyo
s>1
bentv > v

1
4
1
1
1
1

Table 6.Inventory and distribution of handshape changes where the dominant hand ends the same
as the nondominant one for Type 2 signs
Type 2 — dominant change: ends same as non-dominant

number

bentb > openb
ﬂato > openb
5 > ﬂato
claw > ﬂato
claw > S

2
1
1
1
1

Table 7.Inventory and distribution of handshape changes where the dominant hand starts and
ends the same as the nondominant hand for Type 2 signs
Type 2 — dominant change: starts same, changes, ends same number
bentl > l > bentl

1
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Figure 7.camera (251)

there is no overlap. Given that, we classify these sixteen signs as Type 2.
We conclude that Type 2 signs are not restricted by the Dominance Condition. All
165 examples of Type 2 signs are given in Appendix D.
3.3 Type 3 signs: Two-handed signs with diﬀerent handshapes in which the
hands move as a unit
Signs in which both hands move but not independently should not be constrained by
the Symmetry Condition (since they fail to meet requirement (a)). However, if the
handshapes are diﬀerent, they should be constrained by the Dominance Condition to
the eﬀect that they should not even exist. Further, if the handshapes are the same and
move as a unit, then neither condition should constrain them.
We have found that when the handshapes are the same and move as a unit, these
signs are not constrained with respect to handshape — just as Battison would predict
— however, they are, indeed, constrained with respect to matters of symmetry. They
fall into two sets. One set behaves like all other signs in Type 4* below. The other is
covered in Type 6+ below. So we do not discuss them here.
Here we explore, instead, precisely the kind of sign that should not exist: signs in
which the hands have diﬀerent shapes and move together as a unit. We call these Type
3 signs.
We found nineteen signs of Type 3. In eighteen of these signs, the hands touch the
entire time. In the remaining one the hands come together and then move forward
touching, as seen in Figure 8.
In seven of these signs the dominant hand seems to move the nondominant hand
(pushing it down (as in oppress (345)) or up (as in reinforce (268)), pulling it

135
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Figure 8.mainstream (346).
Table 8.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 3 signs.
Type 3 — diﬀerent handshapes
a
opena
b
bentb
openb
f
openf
h
ﬂato
r
s
v
x
1
3
5

number as non-dominant

number as dominant
1
1

1
10

4

3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
3

forward (as in lead (156)), rocking it (as in earth (367)), shaking it (as in meat (227)
in Figure 9). But in the others, the two hands simply move together.
We give the handshape inventory and distribution for both hands for all nineteen
signs in Table 8 and a representative sign in Figure 10, unique (226).
Among the signs in Type 3 are two agreeing verbs: help (164) and show (320),
and it is agreement that accounts for the movement in these signs.
In all but one of these signs, the nondominant hand is one of the seven handshapes
(with all their variants) identiﬁed by Battison as being least marked. So in 95% of these
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Figure 9.meat (227)

Figure 10.unique (226).

signs, the nondominant hand is unmarked.
There are only ﬁfteen diﬀerent handshapes attested in the dominant hand, but that
number is not low given that there are only nineteen signs in the sample and that fully
seven are marked. So only 53% (8 out of 15) are unmarked.
It would appear, then, that Type 3 signs are really just Type 1 signs in motion.
Indeed, the sign show (320) is precisely the Type 1 sign notice (320) in motion.

138
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4. Signs that should fall under Battison’s Symmetry Condition
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In Section 3 we looked at all the logical possibilities for signs that are not covered by
the Symmetry Condition. We are now ready to examine the remaining two-handed
signs, in most of which both hands move. These are the signs that should be constrained by the Symmetry Condition. We start with a discussion of ﬁve types of
mathematical symmetries, then demonstrate that four of them occur in ASL twohanded signs.
4.1 Mathematical symmetries
Mathematicians deﬁne ﬁve basic manipulations of a structure that yield a symmetry of
that structure. These are called transformations, and four of them are relevant to the
morpheme structure conditions of ASL.
One is reﬂection, typically called mirror image. If we are talking in two-dimensions, we would talk about an axis of symmetry and reﬂection across that axis; if we are
talking about three-dimensions (as in sign languages), we would talk about a plane of
symmetry and reﬂection across that plane. A reﬂection of “R” across a vertical axis is
backward “R”, as in Figure 11.8

Figure 11.Reﬂection symmetry

A second transformation is rotation, which yields a symmetry often called point
symmetry. To get a rotational symmetry of a given object, simply turn the object
around a point.
While Figure 12 shows a 90 degree rotation to the right, the rotation can be any
number of degrees and in either direction.
A third transformation is translation. To translate an object, you move it, without
reﬂecting or rotating it.
While the illustration shows displacement on a diagonal, down and rightward, the
displacement can be in any direction.

8.The image in Figures 11 through 14 come from the Math Forum’s website at
http://mathforum.org/sum95/suzanne/symsusan.html.
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Figure 12.Rotation symmetry

Figure 13.Translation symmetry

Figure 14.Glide reﬂection symmetry

R

R

Figure 15.Dilation symmetry

The fourth transformation relevant to our study is glide reﬂection. A glide
reﬂection is the result of both reﬂection and translation. The translation is along the
direction of the mirror line or plane. In mathematics, glide reﬂections are the only type
of basic transformation yielding symmetry that involves more than one step. Again,
while Figure 14 shows the translation to the right, it can go either direction.
The ﬁfth transformation that mathematicians talk about is dilation. A given
structure can be scaled up or down to yield a dilation symmetry. The R’s in Figure 15
are dilation symmetries of one another.
We have found no dilation symmetries in our source nor do we know of any in
ASL. Certainly, the fact that the two hands are almost identical in size makes dilation
an unlikely symmetry. However, we could imagine signs in which one hand makes a
smaller, tighter version of a handshape than the other hand. o and c, for example, are
potentials here. But once we consider putting the hands into motion, we face the fact
that it is very hard for two hands to make the same motion along two paths with one
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path being larger than the other. Even if we take a simple line, to make two hands
travel straight paths of diﬀerent lengths, always staying at a comparable point to each
other along their path, requires that the hands move at diﬀerent rates, which is hard to
do (as much of the research on motor coordination of the two hands shows, going
back as early as von Holst 1939, but certainly with a robust and replicable ﬁnding over
the years, as reported in Wing, Haggard, and Flanagan 1996). We therefore conclude
that dilation transformations do not occur in ASL for reasons having to do with
physiology and motor coordination, reasons extrinsic to morphology proper. Their
absence, then, tells us nothing about restrictions on language.
4.2 ASL symmetries: Reﬂection
We can now ask which types of symmetries are observed in ASL. The Symmetry
Condition talks about mirror-image, so we explore reﬂections ﬁrst.
Given that a two-handed sign consists of hands either in a ﬁxed location or in
motion on a well-deﬁned path in well-deﬁned locations, we deﬁne reﬂection for signs
in the following way.
(3) Deﬁnition of reﬂection: A two-handed sign involves simple reﬂection if the
handshapes, palm orientations, locations, and movements are mirror images
across a static plane.

We distinguish two major sets that involve simple reﬂection: Type 4, which exhibits
only reﬂection, and Type 4-i, which exhibits reﬂection with inversion (where inversion
is deﬁned below). A third set, Type 4*, exhibits imperfect reﬂection (sometimes with
inversion), where the imperfection is due to physics. We will discuss reﬂection with
inversion and imperfect reﬂection later. First, we oﬀer a discussion of six subsets
within Type 4, accounting for a total of 303 signs.
4.2.1

Simple reﬂection: Type 4

4.2.1.1Vertical midsaggital plane: Type 4A.Externally the two sides of the human
body reﬂect across a vertical plane that cuts us into a right and left half. We call this the
vertical midsaggital plane. 271 ASL signs in our corpus involve simple reﬂection across
this plane; we dub these Type 4A. Consider ﬁrst those Type 4A signs with ﬁxed
handshapes, of which there are 211. Fully 33 handshapes are attested; the only missing
ones are open f, m, 3, bent3, 6, and 8. The range of handshapes is clearly unconstrained. 142 out of 211 signs use some variant of an unmarked handshape — that is,
67%. We conclude that handshape is unconstrained. The inventory and distribution
of these handshapes is given in Table 9 and a representative sign appears in Figure 16,
divorce (218).
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Table 9.Inventory and number of ﬁxed handshapes for Type 4A signs.
Type 4A — handshape

number

Type 4A — handshape

number

a
opena
b
bentb
openb
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
k
l
bentl
o
babyo

9
4
5
11
31
6
4
2
6
3
3
4
3
6
6
3
2

ﬂato
r
s
t
v
bentv
w
x
y
1
4
5
claw
open8
l-i
1-i

7
2
10
2
5
4
1
4
7
19
2
20
12
5
1
2

Figure 16.divorce (218).

In two of these signs, squirrel (293) (see Figure 17) and the compound feed
(266), the dominant hand moves, then both move. Once both hands are moving, they
reﬂect across the midsaggital plane. These signs could be analyzed as having two
syllables, the ﬁrst of which is one-handed, with Weak Hand Anticipation, and the
second of which belongs properly in Type 4A.
In a third sign, bible (238), the ﬁrst half of the compound is a Type 1 sign (with
nondominant hand open B and dominant hand H — it is found under the entry holy
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Figure 17.squirrel (293).

Figure 18.bible (238).

(235) in Appendix C). The second half is a reﬂection across the vertical midsaggital
plane (with both hands being openb); hence it is included here (see Figure 18).
Another 60 signs reﬂect across the vertical midsaggital plane and involve handshape changes. 41 (that is 68%) use only unmarked handshapes, while an additional
fourteen change from or to an unmarked handshape. Nevertheless, given the range of
handshapes used in Table 10, these signs appear unconstrained for handshape,
especially since the range of initial handshapes and ﬁnal handshapes is, again, broad,
including 26 diﬀerent ones. These changes involve three of the missing handshapes
above: 3, bent3, and 8. The total of 271 Type 4A signs, then, make use of 36 out of our
inventory of 39 handshapes. A representative sign appears in Figure 19.
One of these signs, injustice (201) (shown in Figure 20), is a compound, the ﬁrst
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Figure 19.devil (333).
Table 10.Inventory and number of handshape changes for Type 4A signs.
Type 4A — handshape-changes

number

Type 4A — handshape-changes

number

a > opena
a>5
openb >a
openb > bentb
bentb > openb
c>S
c>S>c>S
d > babyo
f>5
g>l
h>c
l > bentl
l > babyo
l>S
bentl > babyo
o>k
o>5

1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

babyo > 1
ﬂato > a
ﬂato > 5
S>5
t > opena
1>x
3 > opena
3 > bent3
5>a
5 > bentb
5 > ﬂato
5>S
5 > claw
claw > ﬂato
claw > S
8>5
8 > open8

4
1
7
6
1
1
1
3
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
2
1

half of which is a Type 4A* sign below (not (169)), and the second half of which belongs
to Type 4A (equal (202)). In another compound, couch (238), the ﬁrst half is a Type 2
sign above (sit (233)), and the second half belongs to Type 4A (long-seat).
All 271 Type 4A signs are given in Appendix F. Type 4A signs have the widest
range of handshapes and the most freedom of handshape changes of any of the types
of signs we have distinguished in our study. We conclude that since reﬂection across
the vertical midsaggital plane does not constrain handshape in any way, this is the least
marked of the symmetry transformations.
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Figure 20.injustice (201).

4.2.1.2Vertical wall plane: Type 4B.The next relationship that comes close to
reﬂection symmetry on the human body is that between the front of the body and the
back of the body. So we might expect to ﬁnd signs that reﬂect across a vertical plane
that stands in front of the body like a wall we are facing. There are ﬁve such signs in
our study, with the handshapes given in Table 11, one of which changes handshape. A
representative sign appears in Figure 21, perfect (221).
Physiology can impose itself in ways that make the reﬂection less than perfect in
these signs. If you put your hands together, palms and ﬁngers touching, and hold them
in front of your chest with the back of your right hand facing your chest, your elbows
will naturally go oﬀ to each side. To maintain a perfect reﬂection of the hands, the

Figure 21.perfect (221).
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Table 11.Inventory and number of ﬁxed handshapes and handshape changes for Type 4B
signs.
Type 4B — handshapes

Number

Type 4B — handshapes

Number

F
K

2
1

1
5>F

1
1

zwrists must angle away from the line of the arm and elbow. Three of our signs involve
this wrist adjustment. However, in two of our signs (belong (join, unite) (222) and
belong (join) (347)) the wrists stay in a straight line with the arm to the elbow.
Accordingly, each hand is angled about 45 degrees oﬀ center, making a total of 90
degrees between the hands. We have marked with an asterisk those signs in the
appendix in which the angle of the elbows is responsible for a 90 degree diﬀerence
between the angles of the hands.
There is no evidence that handshape in these signs is restricted. Only four handshapes
are attested, two of which are marked. Three out of the ﬁve signs use only marked
handshapes, and a fourth sign has a handshape change involving a marked shape.
These signs are listed in Appendix G.
4.2.1.3Horizontal plane: Type 4C.Again looking at the body we can note a ﬁnal
extremely imperfect reﬂection across a horizontal plane that cuts our body into a top and
a bottom. That is, the arms are, in a rough way, symmetrical to the legs. We might, then,
look for ASL signs that reﬂect across a horizontal plane — Type 4C signs. We ﬁnd seven
signs that fall into this set, none of which call for handshape change. They are given in
Table 12 and a representative example appears in Figure 22, assembly-line (334).
The remarks we made about physiology interfering with true reﬂection for Type
4B signs above hold here, as well. We have marked with an asterisk those signs in the
appendix in which the angle of the elbows is responsible for a 90 degree diﬀerence
between the angles of the hands.
Again, there is no evidence that these signs are restricted with regard to handshape. Of
the six handshapes attested, half of them are marked. Only four out of seven use unmarked handshapes. We conclude there are no restrictions on handshape in Type 4C.
These signs are listed in Appendix G, with Type 4B signs.
4.2.1.4Rotated vertical midsaggital plane: Type 4D.At this point there are no other
obvious or even obscure natural reﬂections in the body. However, there are several
remaining ASL signs that seem to involve simple reﬂection. Six of these reﬂect across
a midsaggital plane that has been rotated 45 degrees to one side or the other. (Note
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Table 12.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4C signs.
Type 4C

number

openb
c
babyo
v
x
4

2
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 13.Inventory and number of ﬁxed handshapes and handshape changes for Type 4D signs
Type 4D — handshapes

number

openb
v
bentv
5
5 > ﬂato

1
1
1
2
1

Figure 22.assembly-line (334)

that the plane has rotated, not the signs. So this is simple reﬂection, not a complex
transformation.) We have found no signs that reﬂect across a rotated vertical wall
plane or across a rotated horizontal plane. The rotation of the midsaggital plane seems
particularly natural, given that the human eye is located at the front of the skull (the
typical predator eye) and each can easily view 45 degrees oﬀ to the contralateral side (and
see Siple 1978 for distribution facts about signs that follow from data on visual acuity).
Of the six signs of Type 4D, one exhibits handshape change, as seen in Table 13. A
representative sign of Type 4D appears in Figure 23, father (honoriﬁc) (340).
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Figure 23.father (honoriﬁc) (340).

Another caveat is in order here. The two signs made with the handshape 5 are the
honoriﬁcs for father (340) and mother (340). As the hands come out from either
side of the forehead or the jaw, respectively, the hand on the side ipsilateral to the
diagonal (that is, the right hand if the plane has been rotated to the right) comes
forward more than the hand on the contralateral side. This appears to be an artifact of
physiology again. If you put your hands out in front of you, with the palms down and
you swing them to the right, the right hand naturally moves a little further forward
from the front plane of the body than the left hand. If you swing them to the left, you
ﬁnd the opposite eﬀect. So we have included these signs here because it seems they are
as close to simple reﬂections as physiology allows.
Again, handshape is not restricted. Of the ﬁve handshapes attested, two are
marked. Four out of these six signs use unmarked handshapes — a percentage within
the range for unrestricted signs.
Type 4D signs are found in Appendix G, along with Types 4B and 4C.
4.2.1.5Semantically selected plane: Type 4E.Three of our signs reﬂect across a
diﬀerent plane parallel to the vertical midsaggital plane, a plane that appears to be
chosen for semantic reasons. In two (responsibility (204) and since (310)) the plane
cuts through the dominant shoulder (which can be seen as carrying the burden, and
which is the plane of the time line). In the other (heart (312)) the plane cuts through
the heart. The handshapes are given in Table 14 and a representative sign appears in
Figure 24, responsibility (204).
With such a tiny sample, conclusions about restrictions on handshape are hard to
justify. However, we will ﬁnd below in the discussion of Type 7E signs that marked
handshapes do occur with signs that exhibit glide reﬂections across a semantically
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Table 14.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4E signs
Type 4E — handshape

number

bentb (plane through shoulder)
1

1
2

Figure 24.responsibility (204).

selected plane. Our tendency, then, is to group Type 4E signs with the other Type 4
signs in not restricting handshape.
These signs are listed in Appendix G, along with Types 4B, 4C, and 4D.
4.2.1.6Vertical midsaggital plane over time: Type 4F.There is at least one other type
of simple reﬂection across a plane that occurs in ASL, but the reﬂection is realized over
time rather than at a single moment. In these signs at any given moment the hands are
not reﬂections of one another. However, if we analyze the signs into two separate time
frames, T1 and T2, we can see that T1 and T2 are reﬂections of each other across the
midsaggital plane. These are Type 4F signs.
Our database contains nine such signs. In seven of them both hands play roles at
all times: The hands do something on one side of the midsaggital plane at T1, then do
the reﬂection act on the other side of the midsaggital plane at T2. Two have only one
hand involved at a time; that is, one hand does something at T1 then the other hand
does the same thing in mirror-image at T2.
In three of them, the dominant hand acts on the nondominant one, then viceversa. The hands have diﬀerent shapes, then, essentially, swap shapes. That is, the
hands take turns doing something. We give the handshape changes in Table 15 and a
representative sign in Figure 25. This table is to be read as having the ﬁrst handshape
at T1 and the second handshape at T2. In all three signs the hand that acts as non-
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Table 15.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4F signs in which handshapes diﬀer
and take turns
Type 4F — hands take turns : Non-dominant T-1 > T-2

Dominant T-1 > T-2

Number

Openb > 1
5 > open8

1 > openb
open8 > 5

1
2

Figure 25.debate (322).

dominant at T1 and at T2 has an unmarked shape. It is reasonable to analyze these
signs as consisting of two parts, where each part could be seen as a Type 1 sign. That is,
just as Type 3 signs appear to be Type 1 signs in motion, these signs appear to be two
Type 1 signs which, over time, can be seen as reﬂections of each other.
In two more signs, shown in Table 16, the hands assume the same handshape, and
they take turns acting upon each other, just as in the three signs in Table 15. The
handshapes are unmarked. One sign is shown in Figure 26.
In two more signs, given in Table 17, the hands assume the same shape and both
do the same act on one side of the midsaggital plane and then on the other side of the
midsaggital plane. The handshapes are both unmarked. One sign appears in Figure 27.
The ﬁnal two signs, shown in Table 18, have the dominant hand move at T1, then the
nondominant move at T2, and so forth, alternating. Again the handshapes are unmarked.
The relevant handshapes are unmarked for all these signs. That is, even though
open8 appears in the ﬁrst group (in Table 15), it appears only when it is acting as the
dominant hand. In all other instances the handshapes are unmarked. When we look at
glide reﬂection over time in Type 7F signs below, however, we do ﬁnd one sign using
a marked handshape (out of a total of six signs). If we lump together all sixteen signs,
94% (15 out of 16) use unmarked handshapes. This is the strong type of eﬀect we saw
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Table 16.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4F signs in which handshapes are the
same and take turns
Type 4F — hands take turns

number

openb
c

1
1

Figure 26.comfortable (212)

for Type 1 and Type 3. We conclude that the complication of reﬂection over time calls
for unmarked handshapes.
Type 4F signs are given in Appendix H.
4.2.2 Reﬂection with inversion: Type 4-i
We have found 82 signs in which the hands reﬂect across a plane and both perform the
same movement along a path, but one hand begins the movement at a diﬀerent point
along the path from the other. (These are the signs that Battison referred to as
alternating.) These reﬂections, then, have an extra condition on their movement that
Type 4 signs (in Section 4.2.1) do not have.
Typically, if the path of movement is straight, the endpoints of the path are welldeﬁned, and each hand moves from one endpoint to the other and back, repeatedly, as
in the sign explain (223), seen in Figure 29.
Let us deﬁne one endpoint of the path as +1 and the other as −1, with the
midpoint being 0. The path each hand travels is a number line from −1 to 1 and back.
We can then deﬁne the position of one hand along this path as the additive inverse of
the position of the other hand. That is, if the position of one hand is −0.5 along its
path, the position of the other hand will be +0.5 along its path. So the position of one
hand is always -1 times the position of the other hand.
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Table 17.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4F signs in which hands do the same
action at all times
Type 4F — both hands do same
action at all times

Number

b
1

1
1

Figure 27.pants (175).
Table 18.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4F signs in which hands take turns
with only one active at a time
Type 4F — hands take turns, only number
one active at a time
S
1

1
1

The same remarks can be made for the signs in our study for which the path is an
arc or the movement is secondary, involving a wrist twist or a wrist bend (whether or
not the wrist bend travels — as in variety (313), seen in Figure 30). In these signs the
hands or the wrists move in one direction, reach an end point, and then move in the
other direction to the other end point (in the case of variety (313), these paths are
angled in a zig-zag, so that the hands are constantly moving away from the midsaggital
plane). Again, we can call one end point +1 and the other end point −1; the position
of one hand is −1 times the position of the other hand. Their positions are additive
inverses of each other.
If, instead, the path of movement is circular, whether the circle is in one place or
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Figure 28.box (fight) (272)

Figure 29.explain (223).

travels, the hands always travel in a single direction 180 degrees apart. This is true of
the signs in our study whether both hands travel on the same circular path (as with
exchange (298), seen in Figure 31) or each hand travels on its own circular path (as
with bike (272)).
That is, the hands are always maximally distant from each other in their movement
path. To see the formal nature of this restriction, place a circle on a Cartesian plane
with its center at the origin. Label the two points where it crosses the x axis (−1, 0) and
(1, 0). Label the two points where it crosses the y axis (0, −1) and (0, 1). Hands moving
on this circle at a distance of 180 degrees apart will have the coordinates (x, y) and (-x,
-y). That is, their x coordinates will be additive inverses, as will their y coordinates.
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Figure 30.variety (313).

Figure 31.exchange (298).

Thus, signs with this kind of out-of-phase movement on a circular path are also
exhibiting what we call inversion. This leads us to a condition on reﬂection.
(4) Reﬂection Condition:
In reﬂection signs (a) the hands must be on the same position along their respective paths at the relevant times (as in Type 4 signs), or (b) the hands must
exhibit inversion (as in Type 4-i signs).

For Type 4F, we interpret this condition to mean that the position of the dominant
hand at any time during the T1 portion of the sign is the same as the position of the
nondominant hand at the comparable time during the T2 portion of the sign. Part
(4b) is to be interpreted to mean that the hands be in positions that are additive
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Figure 32.Inversion for signs with arc path

inverses of each other (as in Type 4-i signs).
Of the 82 signs in Type 4-i, 72 reﬂect across the midsaggital plane (the unmarked
plane). Only ﬁve Type 4-i signs involve change of handshapes, and four of those reﬂect
across the unmarked plane. It appears that signs involving the complexity of reﬂection
with inversion avoid other complexities.
4.2.2.1Vertical midsaggital plane with inversion: Type 4A-i.Type 4A-i signs exhibit
reﬂection with inversion across the vertical midsaggital plane. In 32 of them the path
of movement is straight; in two it is an arc; in nineteen it is circular. In four more the
path is a circle that travels forward or backward with respect to the front of the body.
21 diﬀerent handshapes are found in these signs, quite a wide range. 61% (35 out of
57) of these signs use unmarked handshapes. Table 19 shows these facts, and Figure 29
earlier gave a representative example.
In one of these signs, cruel (361), seen in Figure 33, the movement is not
repetitive. Each hand goes in only one direction on the path, and the position of one
hand is the additive inverse of the position of the other hand.
Additionally, fourteen Type 4A-i signs have secondary movement (rather than
primary movement), as shown in Table 20. Ten of them involve a wrist twist, of which
two change handshape. The other four involve wrist bending, of which one travels, and
was already illustrated above in Figure 30. Eleven handshapes are found in just these
fourteen signs. 64% (9 out of 14) use unmarked handshapes.
Overall, then, handshape is not constrained in Type 4A-i signs. Type 4A-i signs are
found in Appendix I.
4.2.2.2Horizontal plane with inversion: Type 4C-i.The remaining option for signs
which involve reﬂection with inversion is the horizontal plane. We found ten signs
exhibiting reﬂection with inversion across the horizontal plane, Type 4C-i (Table 21).
Two of these signs involve a straight path. Seven involve a circular path, of which two
travel (one appears in Figure 34). One involves the secondary movement of wrist twist.
In one of these signs, destroy (361) the movement is not repetitive, comparable
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Table 19.Inventory and number of handshapes for diﬀerent path shapes of Type 4A-i signs
which involve primary movement
Type 4A-i

straight path

a
opena
b
bentb
openb
d
e
f
h
i
k
ﬂato
S
v
bentv
x
1
3
5
claw
open8
claw > S

1
2
1
3
1

arc path

1
3
1
1

3
3
5
2
1
1

3 (all travel)
2
1
1 (it travels)

2
1
1
3
1

circular path

1

1
2
3
1
1
2

1
1

Figure 33.cruel (361).

to the lack of repetition in cruel seen in Figure 33 above. Each hand goes in only one
direction on the path, and the position of one hand is the additive inverse of the
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Table 20.Inventory and number of handshapes for diﬀerent path shapes of Type 4A-i signs
which involve secondary movement
Type 4A-i — secondary movement

wrist twist

opena
openb
f
ﬂato
bentv
w
1
5
openf > f
5 > ﬂato

1

wrist bend
2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 (it travels)
1

Figure 34.tornado (313).

position of the other hand.
All the handshapes here are unmarked. We conclude that the complication of
inversion across the marked horizontal plane is as much complication as these signs
allow; accordingly, they restrict handshape, just as the complication of reﬂection over
time restricts both handshape and plane of reﬂection. These signs are found in
Appendix J.
4.2.3 Imperfect reﬂection: Type 4*
We found 76 signs that exhibit an imperfect reﬂection due to matters of physics, all of
which reﬂect across the midsaggital plane, and only two of which exhibit inversion.
That is, many signs that reﬂect across the midsaggital plane at some point(s) during
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Table 21.Inventory and number of handshapes for diﬀerent path shapes of Type 4C-i signs
Type 4C-I
a
opena
1
claw
claw > S

straight path

1
1

circular path

wrist twist

2
1
2 (one travels)
2 (one travels)

1
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Table 22.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4A* signs
Type 4A* — handshapes

Number

Type 4A* — handshapes

Number

a
opena
b
openb
c
f
g
h
i
k
m
o
r
s
bentv
x

1
1
1
7
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
1
2
8
1
2

1
4
5
claw
1-i
openb > bentb
c>S
f>5
S>b
S > openb
S>5
S > claw
1>x
5 > ﬂato
5>S
claw > S

6
1
6
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
2

the movement have one hand on top of the other, or thumbs overlapping, or the
ﬁngers passing through each other, and so forth, which contact, by physical necessity,
involves having one hand slightly out of mirror-image of the other. Often these signs
start or end with the hands crossing the midsaggital plane, which, again, necessitates
imperfect reﬂection at the moment of crossing. (The hands cannot cross through each
other; they cannot occupy the same space in any given moment.) At other times
during the sign the hands may be perfect reﬂections of each other. We call signs with
this sort of imperfection Type 4*, most of which are Type 4A* and two of which are
Type 4A-i*, involving inversion. The 74 of them in Table 22 use a range of 23 handshapes,
where ﬁfteen signs involve handshape change. 52 of these signs use unmarked handshapes
only — that is 70%. A representative example is given in Figure 35, egg (230).
Three of the signs in the set reported on in Table 22 call for a comment. In both
algebra (153) and knit (312) the dominant hand in the illustrations in our source
seems to exhibit a slight rotation of the palm toward the contralateral side, a rotation
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Figure 35.egg (230).

Figure 36.sarcasm (305).

that is not exhibited by the nondominant hand. In another sign, sarcasm (305), seen in
Figure 36, the dominant hand moves and brushes the waiting nondominant hand on the
top, then both move. Once both hands are moving, they reﬂect across the midsaggital
plane. But their position at the start of the movement is an imperfect reﬂection.
There are two more signs involving inversion with imperfect reﬂection, Type 4*-i.
In these signs the hands touch at the beginning and ending of the movement. Both of
these signs use marked handshapes. One appears in Figure 37.
The handshape range for Type 4* is wide, just as it is for perfect reﬂections. And if
we consider signs with and without inversion together, 68% use unmarked handshapes. We conclude that handshape is not restricted for these signs.
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Table 23.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 4A*-i signs which involve primary
movement
Type 4A*-i — handshapes

Number

Type 4A*-i — handshapes

Number

k

1

w

1

Figure 37.world (296).

Given that we found no signs that imperfectly reﬂect across any but the unmarked
plane, and given that only two involve inversion, it would appear that signs involving
the complexity of imperfect reﬂection avoid other complexities on reﬂection.
In some of our Type 4* signs the hands move as a unit. As we noted earlier (when
introducing Type 3 signs), signs in which the hands have the same shape and move as
a unit should not be constrained by either of Battison’s conditions. In fact, however,
these signs behave just like other Type 4* signs. Consider the sign stay (continue)
(159), for example, shown in Figure 38.
Both hands assume the opena shape and imperfectly reﬂect across the midsaggital
plane, with the thumbs overlapping. The hands move forward as a unit. If such signs
were not constrained with respect to symmetry, we might expect to ﬁnd a sign in
which the two hands do not reﬂect, even imperfectly. For example, both hands might
assume the opena shape with the palm of the nondominant one oriented down and
the palm of the dominant one oriented in. Then the thumb of the nondominant hand
might nestle into the palm of the dominant hand, squeezed in among the curled
ﬁngers. This is a perfectly natural way to hold the hands — the elbows are relaxed and
nothing is awkward about it. And we can imagine other, equally comfortable, alternatives. But such signs, which show no symmetry, do not occur. We conclude that signs
in which the hands have the same shape and move as a unit are subject to the same
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Figure 38.stay (continue) (159).

sorts of symmetry conditions as signs in which the hands move independently.
Type 4* signs are found in Appendix K.
4.3 Rotation: Type 5
The next transformation we would like to discuss is rotation. A strict deﬁnition of
rotation for signs might be the following. A two-handed sign involves simple rotation
if the hands rotate around a ﬁxed point, maintaining a constant palm orientation and
handshape with respect to that point. With this deﬁnition, none of the signs in our
study involves rotation, nor can any signs anywhere. That is because the hands are
attached to the wrists as reﬂections of one another, and even if we twist one, the hands
will never look like duplicates of one another from any single point of view. This factor
of physiology cannot be dissociated from any two-handed sign.
We must therefore relax our deﬁnition of rotation in a sensible way to allow for the
constraints of physiology.
(5) Deﬁnition of rotation: A two-handed sign involves simple rotation if the hands
form the same handshape and rotate around a ﬁxed point, maintaining a constant palm orientation with respect to that point.

We have found nine such signs, in all of which both hands rotate around the same
ﬁxed point.
In mathematics, rotation can occur over any number of degrees. But in these ASL
signs one hand is always separated from the other by 180 degrees as both travel in the
same direction on a circle, maintaining a constant palm orientation toward the point
of rotation (or as constant as physiology allows). That is, the hands keep the maximum
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possible distance between them on the path at all times. This distance between the
hands has the eﬀect of making the hands look as though there is a plane of symmetry
between them (but the plane would, of course, be moving, as the hands rotate). This
appearance is strictly an artifact of the 180 degrees distance (plus the physiological
reﬂection of the hands); these are simple rotations — they do not involve a plane of
symmetry (and, with our deﬁnitions, planes of symmetry do not move). As in
reﬂections with inversion, if we were to graph the path of the hands on a Cartesian
plane with the center of the circle at the origin, the x coordinates of the positions of the
two hands would be additive inverses of each other, just as the y coordinates would be.
So rotation in ASL calls for inversion. Furthermore, in our database the hands touch
at the beginning of the sign, make a full 360 degree rotation (or as nearly full as
physiology allows), and then touch again. The signers we have consulted (all from the
Philadelphia area) do not all have their hands actually touch at these points, but,
certainly, the hands are close to touching. We have discovered a morpheme structure
constraint then:
(6) Rotation Condition
In a sign involving rotation symmetry, the hands must (a) exhibit inversion,
and (b) (almost) touch at least at the points before and after the movement.

4.3.1 Vertical wall starting point: Type 5B
Five rotation signs, Type 5B, are oriented at the start as though lined up on either side
of the vertical wall plane, as shown in Table 24. (Please recall the impositions of
physiology here, where the line of the arm and elbow can cause the hands to be
orthogonal to one another.) Only 20% use an unmarked handshape (one out of ﬁve).
A representative sign appears in Figure 39: translate (280).
We note that one of these signs involves handshape change. We will return to the
signiﬁcance of this fact in Section 6, in our discussion of our proposed Markedness
Condition on Handshape Change (given in (13)).
4.3.2 Horizontal starting point: Type 5C
The remaining four rotation signs are oriented at the start as though lined up on either
side of the horizontal plane: Type 5C, shown in Table 25. 75% of these (three out of
four) use an unmarked handshape. Table 25 gives this information, and Figure 40
gives a representative example.
The range of handshapes overall in these tables shows that handshape is not
restricted in rotation transformations. Type 5 signs are found in Appendix L.
4.3.3 Ambiguous signs: Type 5A or reﬂection?
We need to account for an obvious gap: There are no Type 5A signs. With our present
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Table 24.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 5B signs
Type 5B — handshapes

number

Type 5B — handshapes

number

h
t
x

1
1
1

1
t>l

1
1

Figure 39.translate (280)

analysis of the signs in this study, rotation starting with the hands oriented as though
they are lined up on either side of the vertical midsaggital plane does not occur in ASL,
even though this is certainly the most common plane for reﬂection transformations.
The reason, however, is obvious. If you put your hands in prayer position, ﬁngertips
pointing up, and try to rotate them a full (or nearly full) 360 degrees, you will quickly
ﬁnd that you cannot. Anatomy accounts for the lack of Type 5A signs.
Accordingly, one might expect that Type 5A signs would occur with one major
(and physiologically necessitated) diﬀerence from Types 5B or 5C: The hands could
rotate only 180 degrees (or nearly) in one direction, then rotate back 180 degrees (or
nearly) in the other direction. Some of the signs we analyzed as belonging to Type 4A-i
are open to such an analysis.
Consider the signs compare (distinguish) (173) and car (272). We analyzed
them as exhibiting reﬂection across the midsaggital plane with inversion, making them
only two signs of Type 4A-i in which the hands followed an arc path. These signs could
as easily, however, be analyzed as involving rotation around a point. Physically, there
is no way to distinguish between these two analyses. The analyses we gave called for no
new formal mechanisms that were not already needed in order to analyze the other
signs in Type 4-i. And with those analyses we were able to ﬁll out a paradigm, since
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Table 25.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 5C signs
Type 5C — handshapes

number

Type 5C — handshapes

number

Openb
c

1
1

s
x

1
1

Figure 40.hamburger (212).

without them, inversion signs would have been restricted to having straight or circular
paths only — a strange restriction. If, on the other hand, we were to analyze these two
signs as involving rotation, they would be distinct from all other instances of rotation
in this section, in two ways. First, the hands never come anywhere near close to
touching, so they do not conform to the Rotation Condition in (6). Second, the hands
go in two directions, instead of a single direction, unlike any other rotation transformations. However, if we were to analyze these signs as involving rotation, we would be
able to ﬁll out a diﬀerent paradigm in that we would then have some Type 5A signs.
And the change in direction of movement would be a natural consequence of physiological limitations.
Ten other signs in Type 4A-i are also open to a rotation analysis, all of them
involving secondary movement of the wrist. Some of these signs involve rotations of
the wrists (while others are really sideways wrist bends — as in contest (161)), and
can, therefore, appear to exhibit rotation symmetry. Consider interpret (223) in this
regard, shown in Figure 41. If we look just at the path of the extended three ﬁngers, we
see two arc paths. The considerations that arise in the analysis of these signs are
analogous to those that arise in the analysis of compare (173) and car (272), discussed above.
We therefore leave the question open. In the rest of this paper we will proceed
assuming our original analyses, allowing the reader who adopts the alternative analyses
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Figure 41.interpret (223).

to make appropriate changes to the Rotation Condition (eliminating part (6b)) and
add appropriate limitations on reﬂection with inversion signs (to the eﬀect that arc
paths are not allowed).
4.4 Translation: Type 6 and Type 6+
The third mathematical transformation to discuss is translation. With a strict deﬁnition, a two-handed sign would involve simple translation if the hands are identical in
shape and palm orientation, and perform the same movement, but in diﬀerent
locations. With this deﬁnition, none of the signs in our study involve translation, nor
can any signs anywhere. We face the same problem of physiology that we faced for
rotation: The built-in physiological reﬂection of the hands means they will never look
like duplicates of each other no matter what locations we put them in .
We must therefore relax the deﬁnition sensibly. Our second attempt at a deﬁnition
might be the following: A two-handed sign involves simple translation if the hands
form the same handshape, have the same palm orientation, and move in the same
direction along the same shaped path, just starting and ending at diﬀerent points. Even
with this relaxation, however, there are several signs in our study that we believe are
best analyzed as translations, but which do not satisfy the new deﬁnition. Consider a
sign that is not in our corpus: aside (push aside). In this sign the hands form an open
b and move from the nondominant side of the signing space to the dominant side,
with both palms facing the dominant side. Signs in which both palms face the same
side are unusual. Both palms can easily face down or up. But if both palms face the
same side, one elbow will have to be raised while the other elbow is not, as happens in
signing aside. Again, this is purely for reasons of physiology. But this unevenness of
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the elbows seems to be eschewed by ASL signs.
So we make a third stab at a deﬁnition that will allow for the fact that the hands are
natural reﬂections of one another and for the fact that if the orientation is sideways,
the hands naturally both go either in or out (to keep the elbows symmetrical). Our
third attempt might be the following.
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(7) Deﬁnition of translation: A two-handed sign involves simple translation if the
hands form the same handshape, and the palms are oriented in the same or the
most naturally paired directions, and the hands move in the same direction
along the same shaped path.

With this ﬁnal deﬁnition, we found 26 signs involving translation symmetries. We
organize these into two sets.
4.4.1 Hands parallel: Type 6
Nineteen translation signs fall into what we call Type 6 (Table 26). In all Type 6 signs
the movement paths of the hands are parallel to one another and the hands are located
on the same position along their movement path. Essentially, the hands look like they
reﬂect across a plane that separates the two movement paths, although sometimes one
is slightly higher or more forward than the other. In other words, these signs give the
appearance of having a plane of symmetry between the hands, where that plane moves
as the hands move. This perception of a moving plane of reﬂection is an artifact of
physiology with respect to the handshapes and the palm orientation, as we noted
above. However, the fact that the hands maintain a constant distance between them is
not. Thus, while a mathematical translation of a given form can be in any location, an
ASL sign involving a translation observes the following condition.
(8) Translation Condition (ﬁrst formulation)
In a translation sign the hands move on parallel paths, always located at the
same point on their respective paths.

In eight of these signs the movement path obviously mimics a movement associated
with hands in the meaning of the sign (and one could argue for non-obvious mimicking in other instances), so the path is semantically motivated. An example appears in
Figure 42, baseball (270).
Sixteen handshapes show up in these nineteen signs. Two signs involve a handshape change. 79% (ﬁfteen out of nineteen) use unmarked handshapes.
The range of handshapes and the percentage of signs that use unmarked handshapes suggest that markedness is not a factor in Type 6 signs. Type 6 signs are found
in Appendix M.
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Table 26.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 6 signs
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Type 6–handshapes
a
opena
b
openb
c
k
r
s
w
1
4
5
g > babyO
ﬂato > 5

arbitrary path

Semantically motivated path
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

Figure 42.baseball (270)

4.4.2 Moving as a unit: Type 6+
Translation is also found in an additional seven signs in which the hands have the same
shape, but they move as a unit — Type 6+. In four of them, the path the hands follow
is a circle. In two, the path is semantically motivated (again mimicking an action
included in the sense of the sign). An example is given in Figure 43.
Fifty percent (three out of six) use unmarked handshapes, again suggesting
handshape is not restricted in translation symmetries.
The seventh sign that we analyzed as belonging to Type 6+ is anomalous with
respect to palm orientation: In best-friend (297) the hands are oriented as we would
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Table 27.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 6+ signs
Type 6+ — handshapes
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a
openb
f
k
x
y
5

Circular path

Semantically motivated path

morpheme path

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure 43.uniform (standard) (302).

expect for reﬂection across the horizontal plane. However, the movement path cuts
across that plane, so this sign cannot be analyzed as involving reﬂection symmetry, and
must be analyzed as involving translation. We note that the path of this sign may be
the same morpheme found in still (159), a Type 4A* sign shown in Figure 38 above.
It would seem that the sign friend (299) has combined with the path for still (159)
to produce a translation. The path in this sign is, then, a morpheme.
As we have noted twice before, signs in which the hands move as a unit do not
meet requirement (a) of Battison’s Symmetry condition, so we might expect them not
to be constrained with regard to matters of symmetry. But the hands are, indeed,
constrained. So in supervise (242), for example, the hands are oriented at the outset
as an imperfect reﬂection across the midsaggital plane (imperfect because the dominant hand sits on the nondominant one). If symmetry were irrelevant to such signs, we
might expect to ﬁnd ones in which both hands had the k shape, for example, and the
nondominant palm was oriented down while the dominant palm was oriented in.
Then the middle ﬁnger of the dominant hand could touch the tip of the index ﬁnger
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Table 28.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 7A signs
Type 7A — handshapes

number

Type 7A — handshapes

number

a
b
bentb
openb
o
r
y
1

1
2
2
9
1
2
1
1

5
claw
open8
l > bentl
ﬂato > 5
S>5
open8 > 8

7
1
2
1
1
2
1

Figure 44.sick (365)

of the nondominant hand. This arrangement is perfectly comfortable, and the elbows
are symmetrical and relaxed. One can easily imagine other comfortable arrangements
of the hands. Yet that sort of thing simply does not happen (just as it did not happen
with Type 4* signs). We reconﬁrm our earlier claim that signs in which the hands have
the same shape and move as a unit are constrained with respect to symmetry just as
signs in which the hands have the same shape and move independently. Thus the seven
signs in Table 27 are properly categorized as involving translation. We now revise the
Translation Condition:
(9) Translation Condition (ﬁnal formulation)
In a translation sign, the hands are always at the same point (a) on a single path,
moving as a unit, or (b) on their respective parallel paths.

Type 6+ signs are also found in Appendix M.
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Figure 45.room (267)

4.5 Glide reﬂection: Type 7 signs
Reﬂection plus translation along the plane of symmetry is the complex transformation
known in mathematics as a glide reﬂection. We deﬁne glide reﬂection for signs in the
following way.
(10) Deﬁnition of glide reﬂection: A two-handed sign involves glide reﬂection if the
handshapes, palm orientations, locations, and movements are displaced mirror
images across a ﬁxed plane.

Glide reﬂection occurs in 43 of our signs.
4.5.1 Vertical midsaggital plane: Type 7A
34 signs have glide reﬂection across the vertical midsaggital plane: Type 7A, listed in
Appendix N, reported on in Table 28, and exempliﬁed in Figure 44. 79% (27 out of 34)
have unmarked handshapes. That is higher than in most other types of signs involving
symmetry, but signiﬁcantly lower than in Type 1 and Type 3 signs. We conclude that
handshape is not constrained.
In one of these signs, heaven (182), the dominant hand moves and goes under the
waiting nondominant hand, then both move. Once both hands are moving, they reﬂect
across the midsaggital plane. But their position at the start of the movement is translated.
In three other signs, during the ﬁrst syllable of the sign the hands are a glide reﬂection of
one another but during the second syllable they are simple reﬂections (box (179), office
(253), and room (267), the third of which is exempliﬁed in Figure 45).
In run (252), shown in Figure 46, we ﬁnd all the attributes of a glide reﬂection
across the midsaggital plane, but the index ﬁnger of the nondominant hand (which is
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Figure 46.run (252)
Table 29.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 7E signs
Type 7E — reﬂection plane
semantically motivated

number

a

1
1
1

openb
8

Figure 47.army (soldier) (153)

in front) wiggles (a fact our source describes as the change l > bentl repeatedly), while
the thumb of the dominant hand wiggles. Since the hands are linked (the index ﬁnger of
the dominant hand interlocks with the thumb of the nondominant hand), the movement
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Table 30.Inventory and number of handshapes for Type 7F signs
Type 7F — glide reﬂection over time Number

Type 7F — glide reﬂection over time Number

opena
bentb
openb

h
s > claw

1
2
1

1
1

Figure 48.build (205)

of the index ﬁnger of the dominant hand causes the thumb of the nondominant hand to
wiggle. We conjecture that the wiggle of the thumb of the dominant hand occurs in a kind
of sympathy with that of the nondominant thumb, maintaining identical movement
in both hands. The two hands together form a single shape. Both hands use the
handshape change l > bentl with the addition of thumb wiggling as the l bends.
4.5.2 Semantically selected plane: Type 7E
In three more signs, Type 7E, reported on in Table 29 and exempliﬁed in Figure 47, the
reﬂection plane is semantically selected: the side of the chest and the heart. In this tiny
sample, one sign uses a marked handshape — so only 67% (2 out of 3) use an
unmarked handshape. There is no strong evidence that handshape is restricted for
these signs (see our earlier comments on Type 4E). These signs are in Appendix O.
4.5.3 Vertical midsaggital plane over time: Type 7F
In six signs, Type 7F, the reﬂection plane is the vertical midsaggital plane, but the
reﬂection is deﬁned over time. In all of these, each hand stays on its own side of the
plane of symmetry, and the hands take turns doing the same action, moving forward
or upward as they repeat the action. These signs are reported on in Table 30 and
exempliﬁed in Figure 48.
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Given that simple reﬂection over time (Type 4F) calls for unmarked handshapes,
the presence of h in the table above is a bit of a surprise. However, as we noted earlier,
if we lump together all sixteen signs (ten of Type 4F and six of Type 7F), 94% (ﬁfteen
out of sixteen) use unmarked handshapes. We conclude that the complication of
reﬂection over time, with or without an added translation (as in glide reﬂection) calls
for unmarked handshapes. We note further that the only marked handshape here, h,
also occurs as the nondominant handshape in three of our Type 1 signs. It is the only
marked handshape to occur as the nondominant handshape in more than one Type 1
sign. These facts suggest that h is less marked than other marked handshapes.
At this point we might want to go back and take a second look at Type 2 signs,
asking again whether handshape might be constrained. But even if we were to include
h in our tally of unmarked handshapes, only 84% (126 out of 150) of Type 2 signs
would use an unmarked handshape. We maintain our earlier conclusion that handshape is not constrained in Type 2 signs. Type 7F signs are found in Appendix O along
with signs of Type 7E.
We have found no glide reﬂections that exhibit inversion. Accordingly, we oﬀer
the following condition:
(11) Glide Reﬂection Condition.
In a glide reﬂection, the hands must always be on the same position along their
respective paths at the relevant times

For Type 7F, this condition means that the position of the dominant hand at any time
during the T1 portion of the sign is the same as the position of the nondominant hand
at the comparable time during the T2 portion of the sign.

5. Oddities
At this point nine remaining signs in our database present peculiarities that need to be
described.
5.1 Multiple transformations
In tear (rip) (254), the wrists twist, giving what looks like a rotation symmetry in the
ﬁrst syllable (but only at most a 90 degree rotation), then the hands separate in a
simple reﬂection of one another across the vertical wall plane in the second syllable.
Both hands use the babyo handshape.
In Figure 50 die (180), the hands are located at the outset as though they are set up
to be glide reﬂection symmetries of one another across the horizontal plane. Then
they, instead, rotate, but around separate points. So the hands can be said to be
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Figure 49.tear (rip) (254).

rotation symmetries of each other at a distance — a kind of “glide rotation”
(comparable to a glide reﬂection). Both hands use the openb handshape.
In Figure 51 chain (224), we have translation. But as the hands do their primary
movement, the wrists also twist, giving a rotation symmetry. It is as though the hands
are drawing a chain; so the complexity here is semantically motivated. Both hands use
the f shape.
5.2 Partial symmetry
Some signs involve partial symmetry, typically involving handshape discrepancies or
movement discrepancies, but sometimes multiple discrepancies.
5.2.1 Handshape discrepancies
In total-communication (281) we have reﬂection across the midsaggital plane with
inversion for all parameters of the sign except one: handshape. The dominant hand is
a t; the nondominant hand is a c. The partial asymmetry is due to initialization. Given
that the activity that this sign signiﬁes is so diﬃcult to do, there is a certain semantic
appropriateness to its morphological ill-formedness.
In toast (287) the palms face each other, then the wrists twist so that both palms are
oriented in toward the signer’s chest, but the dominant hand is slightly lower than the
nondominant hand. So this looks like a glide reﬂection across the midsaggital plane. But
the handshapes diﬀer (the dominant is a v; the nondominant is an openb). The ﬁngertips
of the v hand stab the middle of the palm, then the middle of the back, of the openb hand.
The diﬀerence in handshape here is semantically motivated (in mimic of sticking
a fork in the sides of a slice of bread).
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Figure 50.die (180).

Figure 51.chain (224).

5.2.2 Movement discrepancies
In chase (162), we ﬁnd almost all the attributes of a glide reﬂection across a rotated
midsaggital plane (that is, the handshapes, orientation, and direction of movement all
reﬂect, but one hand is behind the other). However the movement path diﬀers in that
the nondominant hand goes in a straight line whereas the dominant hand spirals after
it (in a traveling circle). The hands use the opena handshape.
In play-cards (299) we ﬁnd almost all the attributes of a translation of Type 6+.
However, instead of constantly touching, the hands touch, then separate, then touch,
repeatedly. The movement path diﬀers in that the nondominant hand moves in a wide
arc while the dominant hand moves in repeated in-and-out straight lines, coming in
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Figure 52.total-communication (281).

Figure 53.toast (287).

contact with the nondominant hand on the in-moves, and losing contact on the outmoves. The hands use the x shape.
In both of these signs it would appear that the partial asymmetry is motivated
semantically (in mimic of the actions of running in circles after someone and dealing
cards).
5.2.3 Multiple discrepancies
We found one sign in which the only similarity between the hands was the direction of
movement, from nondominant side to dominant side: shopping (260). The handshapes
diﬀer (nondominant is openb; dominant is ﬂato) and the path of movement diﬀers.
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Figure 54.chase (162).

Figure 55.play-cards (299).

This sign is similar to play-cards, but much farther from symmetrical because of
the contrast in handshapes.

6. Conclusions
Both the Dominance Condition and the Symmetry Condition have been shown to
need revision, and several additional Conditions have emerged along the way.
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6.1 The Dominance Condition
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For signs in which the handshapes are diﬀerent and only one hand moves (Type 1), the
Dominance Condition holds with few exceptions, as Battison claimed. Further, signs
in which the handshapes are diﬀerent and the hands move as a unit (Type 3 signs) call for
an unmarked shape for the nondominant hand. In fact, Type 3 signs might well be best
analyzed as Type 1 signs in motion. Given that analysis, we oﬀer an expanded condition:
(11) Expanded Dominance Condition:
In a two-handed sign in which the hands have diﬀerent shape, the nondominant hand must have an unmarked shape.

This condition restricts signs in which only one hand moves as well as signs in which
the two hands move as a unit (i.e. Types 1 and 3). Signs in which the two hands move
independently and have diﬀerent handshapes are rare indeed.
6.2 Conditions restricting complexity
In this subsection we propose two conditions restricting signs, one involving handshape and complexity, and one involving handshape change and markedness.
6.2.1 The Complexity Condition on Handshape
The remarks in this subsection hold of signs in which the hands have the same shape
and both move, whether independently or as a unit, that is, Types 4 through 7, the
symmetry transformation signs.
ASL makes use of three diﬀerent planes of reﬂection: the vertical midsaggital one

Figure 56.shopping (260).
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(for Type 4A), which is the predominant one and which can be rotated 45 degrees to
either side (for Type 4D); the vertical wall one (for Type 4B); and the horizontal one
(for Type 4C). It also makes use of semantically selected planes of reﬂection for a
handful of signs (in Type 4E). Simple reﬂections are the most common kind of
symmetries in ASL, and the addition of the factor of time allows complications on
simple reﬂections (as in Type 4F). Simple reﬂections can be accompanied by inversion
(Types 4A-i and 4C-i). And simple imperfect reﬂections occur across the vertical
midsaggital plane (Type 4A*), sometimes with inversion (Type 4A*-i), where the
imperfection is due to physics (that is, two hands cannot occupy the same space).
Handshapes are unconstrained for all reﬂections except those over time (Type 4F)
and those that reﬂect across the horizontal plane with inversion (Type 4C-i), which,
instead, limit themselves to unmarked handshapes. It is signiﬁcant that reﬂections over
time occur only across the vertical midsaggital plane. In other words, this is the unmarked
plane — the one that occurs in most reﬂections and that allows the most complexities.
Rotations (Types 5B and 5C) also result in symmetries in ASL, but they are infrequent, just as translation symmetries are infrequent, whether the hands move independently or as a unit (Types 6 and 6+). Neither rotations nor translations restrict handshapes. Planes are not relevant for rotations nor for translations, but we did note that
all rotations begin and end with the hands opposite each other across a plane utilized
by reﬂection transformations (the only one that does not occur, the midsaggital one,
is precluded for physiological reasons — but see our comments in Section 4.3.3).
Likewise, all translations begin with the hands in a position opposite each other across
a plane utilized by reﬂection transformations.
The complex translation of glide reﬂection occurs across the unmarked plane in
ASL (Type 7A), and, in a handful of cases, across a semantically selected plane (Type
7E). Glide reﬂections over time also occur (Type 7F), typically with unmarked
handshapes (although other glide reﬂections do not limit the handshapes).
ASL tolerates rare partial symmetry on two-handed signs in which both hands
move. The asymmetry is typically motivated semantically. No obvious generalization
about handshapes jumps at us from the data.
What emerges is a general principle to the following eﬀect:
(12) Complexity Condition on Handshape:
The greater the complexity of a two-handed transformation sign, the more
likely the sign is to use unmarked handshapes and to reﬂect across the unmarked plane.

6.2.2 The Markedness Condition on Handshape change
At this point we take a look across all seven types of two-handed signs with regard to
which ones allow the hands to change shape. In Type 1 there are 300 signs, in only one
of which does the nondominant hand change shapes ( that is 0.3%). But in 32 of them
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the dominant hand changes shape, which is 10.6%. In Type 2 there are 165 signs, and in
16 of them the dominant hand changes shape, which is 9.6%. There are only 19 Type 3
signs, which suggests that this is a marked set. None of them exhibit handshape change.
Now consider signs that involve symmetry translations. The least marked signs are
those that reﬂect across the midsaggital plane, including glide reﬂections and imperfect
reﬂections, with or without inversion or rotation, regardless of whether the reﬂection
is over time. The data are given in Table 31.
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Table 31. Number of signs that reﬂect across the midsaggital plane and the number and percent that
involve handshape change.
Type 4A
271 60
22%

Type
4A-i
71

2

2.8%

Type 4A*
74
20%

15

Type 4A*-i
2

0
0%

Type 4D
6

1

16.6%

Type 4F
9

0
0%

Type 7A
34

5

14.7%

Type 7F
6

1

16.6%

Some remarks on the data are called for here. Type 4A*-i (imperfect reﬂection
across the midsaggital plane with inversion) exhibits no handshape change. But Type
4A* (imperfect reﬂection across that plane) does, as does Type 4A-i (reﬂection with
inversion across that plane). This suggests that the lack of handshape change in our
sampling for Type 4A*-i is accidental (and we note that our sampling is tiny). Type 4F
(reﬂection across the midsaggital plane over time) also does not exhibit handshape
change, however Type 7F (glide reﬂection across the midsaggital plane over time) does.
Again, we conclude that the lack of handshape change in Type 4F is an accident (and,
again, our database is relatively small). We conclude that handshape change is allowed
in signs that reﬂect across the midsaggital plane, regardless of other complexities.
The only signs that reﬂect across the vertical plane are those in Type 4B. One of
these ﬁve signs exhibits handshape change: 20%
Two types of signs reﬂect across the horizontal plane: Types 4C and 4C-i. Of the
seven 4C signs, none exhibits handshape change. Of the ten 4C-i signs, one exhibits
handshape change (10%). That Type 4C (reﬂection across the horizontal plane) does
not exhibit handshape change, while Type 4C-i (reﬂection with inversion) does, again
suggests that the lack of handshape change in our sampling for Type 4C is accidental
(and we note that the database here is small).
Two types of signs reﬂect across a semantically selected plane: Types 4E and 7E.
Both types have only three signs in our sample, and none of them exhibits handshape
change. The sample is so small, however, that we do not feel conﬁdent claiming any
restriction operative here.
We conclude that handshape change is allowed in all reﬂections and glide
reﬂections (Types 4 and 7). Still, it appears that handshape change is more prevalent
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across the unmarked plane (the midsaggital plane).
With respect to rotation, of the four signs in Type 5C (rotation with palms
oriented initially as though reﬂecting across a horizontal plane), none exhibits
handshape change. But one of the ﬁve signs (that is 20%) in Type 5B (rotation with
palms oriented initially as though reﬂecting across a vertical wall plane) does: translate (282). Here the handshape changes from t to l. However, our source gives an
alternative sign translate (280), in which the hands maintain the t shape, and every
other dictionary we have consulted uses an unchanging t handshape for this sign. Indeed,
no signer we have consulted (in the Philadelphia area) exhibits handshape change for
translate. We conclude that changing handshape in translate is disfavored. Given
our small sample of rotation signs, it is diﬃcult to arrive at ﬁrm conclusions, but it may
well be that handshape change is disfavored in rotation symmetries.
Finally, consider translation symmetries. Two of the 19 signs in Type 6 (that is,
10.5%) exhibit handshape change. On the other hand, none of the six signs in Type 6+
sign exhibits handshape change. These are two-handed signs in which both hands have
the same shape and both move, but as a unit. In Type 3 signs the hands also move as
a unit, and, likewise, they exhibit no handshape change. Now we can look back at Type
5 and recognize that all rotation signs in our study begin and end with the hands
touching or close to touching (as per the Rotation Condition in (6)), so even though
the hands may separate in the middle part of the sign, in a loose sense they move as a
unit. Indeed, in our study all signs in which both hands move as a unit and exhibit
handshape change involve reﬂection (with many possible complications, as we
discussed above) across the midsaggital plane (all are in Types 4A* and 7A), the unique
exception being the disfavored version of translate (282). We take the above as
indicative of a restriction:
(13) Markedness Condition on Handshape change:
With the exception of (glide) reﬂection across the midsaggital plane, only signs
in which the hands move independently exhibit handshape change.

While (13) does not, in fact, mention markedness, we take it as a markedness condition for several reasons. First, signs in which the hands move as a unit (Type 3, Type
6+, and some signs in Type 4* and Type 7A) are fewer by far than signs in which the
hands move independently, so they are marked. Second, handshape change is less
common than ﬁxed handshape by far, so handshape change is a marked complication.
Third, reﬂection across the midsaggital plane is the unmarked condition for signs, if
we consider the fact that fully 472 signs in our sample (the ones appearing in Table 31)
exhibit it. So (13) delimits already marked signs from being further marked by
exhibiting the complexity of handshape change.

Morpheme structure constraints on two-handed signs in American Sign Language

6.3 Conditions replacing The Symmetry Condition
Along the way we have uncovered four conditions that relate to transformations and
the various symmetries they produce. We repeat them here.
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(14) Reﬂection Condition (= (4) above)
In reﬂection signs (a) the hands must be on the same position along their
respective paths at the relevant times (as in Type 4 signs), or (b) the hands must
exhibit inversion (as in Type 4-I signs).
(15) Rotation Condition (= (6) above)
In a sign involving rotation symmetry, the hands must (a) exhibit inversion,
and (b) (almost) touch at least at the points before and after the movement.
(16) Translation Condition (= (9) above)
In a translation sign, the hands are always at the same point (a) on a single path
(if they move as a unit) or (b) on their respective parallel paths.
(17) Glide Reﬂection Condition (= (11) above)
In a glide reﬂection, the hands must always be on the same position along their
respective paths at the relevant times.

We see an overriding generalization concerning movement and symmetry:
(18) Movement Symmetry Condition:
In two-handed signs in which the hands have the same shape and both move,
the positions of the hands along their respective paths at the relevant times must
be (a) identical, or (b) inverse.

The Movement Symmetry Condition holds whether the movement of the hands is as
a unit or independent.
6.4 Three sets of signs
There are three sets of two-handed signs with respect to the conditions presented in
this paper. In one set the hands have diﬀerent shapes, and, whether or not they move,
the nondominant hand is unmarked (Types 1 and 3). That is, they obey the Expanded
Dominance Condition. In another set the hands have the same shape and only the
dominant one moves. These are unconstrained regarding handshape or handshape
change, and they show no symmetry transformations (Type 2). In the third set, the set
that includes most two-handed signs, the hands have the same shape and both move,
whether independently or as a unit. Each hand must be a transformation symmetry of
the other. That is, they obey one of the four symmetry conditions. In general, this third
category obeys the Movement Symmetry Condition, the Complexity Condition on
Handshapes, and the Markedness Condition on Handshape Change.
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6.5 Suggestion for future research
The Complexity Condition on Handshapes plus the fact that dilation transformations
do not occur in ASL (a fact noted in Section 4.1 on mathematical symmetry) nor do
rotation transformations that start with the hands oriented as though lined up across
the midsaggital plane (but see our comments in Section 4.3.3) all come together to
underscore the importance of physiology and motor coordination to signing. Our
work, then, echoes that of others who have shown how physiology is responsible for
various constraints on signing (see, for example, Mandel 1979; Poizner, Newkirk &
Bellugi 1983; Ann 1993). Among two-handed signs in which both hands move and
have the same handshape, those that reﬂect across the midsaggital plane are the
simplest to perform from a motor-coordination point of view, as the work on general
hand movement shows (Kelso, Southard & Goodman 1979). It is no surprise, then,
that they account for a total of 433 signs (in Types 4A, 4D, 4F, 4A-i, 4A* and 4A*-i).
Overall, there are 535 signs in Types 4 through 7. 81% exhibit simple reﬂection across
the midsaggital plane. When we add in those glide reﬂections that reﬂect across the
midsaggital plane (40), the percentage jumps to 88%.
Additionally, inversion conditions on reﬂection (in (14)) and rotation (in (15))
and the identity condition on glide reﬂection (in (16)) may be motivated by motorcoordination restrictions. It is extremely diﬃcult to move the two hands along two
identical paths at any relative positions other than identical or inverse. The parallelism
condition on translation (in (17)) may be similarly motivated.
It looks like motor coordination considerations motivate symmetry conditions.
And since markedness of the hands is based on motor coordination conditions (as
argued in Battison 1978), a dominance condition may be similarly motivated. Research
in this direction would be parallel to research that seeks to account for morpheme
structure conditions in oral languages with physiological explanations, as in the work
on segmental sequencing constraints in Ohala and Kawasaki-Fukumori (1997) and
Ussishkin and Wedel (2003).
The question of whether the conditions outlined in the present paper are morpheme structure constraints or, instead, physiologically motivated limitations that do
not even bear on language constraints per se can be explored by comparing ASL to
other sign languages. Conditions that follow from general biological limitations not
speciﬁc to language should be universal. Any that are true morpheme structure
conditions might well be language speciﬁc.
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Appendix A
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Signs listed in our source as having “passive” nondominant hand
NONDOMINANT

DOMINANT

made on elbow
autumn (168)
country (345)
country (foreign (303)
cracker (157)
foreign (226)
penalty (punish) (327)
poor (352)
tempt (300)

a
5
a
a
a
s
s
a

openb
5
y
a
f
1
5 > ﬂato
x

made on forearm
bridge (288)
episcopal (326)
improve (194)
long (326)
might (power) (328)
pail (bucket) (326)
poetry (246)
power (194)
rob (290)
sheep (288)
worsen (193)

s
v
openb
b
a
openb
openb
openb
a
a
openb

v
1
openb
1
1
1
k
openb
v > bentv
v
openb

made on wrist and back of hand
stage (276)

openb

S

made on back of hand
night (209)

openb

bentb

openb
openb

d
openb

openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb

openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
openb
o
o
openb
5

made on forearm with other forearm
day (219)
day (325)
today (304) (second part of compound)
morning (195)
afternoon (195)
all afternoon (196)
all day (195)
all night (196)
midnight (194)
noon (195)
sunrise (253)
sunset (254)
table (196)
tree (345)
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Appendix B: Handshape Inventory
a
opena
b
bentb
openb
c
d
e
f
openf

g
h
i
k
l
bentl
m
o
babyo
ﬂato

r
s
t
v
bentv
w
x
y
1
3

bent3
4
5
claw
6
8
open8
l-i

Appendix C
Type 1: nondominant hand does not move and the hands have diﬀerent shapes
(Note: ** indicates that our source lists the nondominant hand as passive.)
nondominant a
dom opena
danger (163)
dom f
foreign (226)**
dom x
tempt (temptation) (300)**
dom y
country (foreign) (303)**
nondominant opena
dom 1
first (318)
nondominant b
dom openb
straight (faithful) (197)
dom f
field (profession) (225)
very religious (religion) (225)
dom k
pure (professional) (244)
dom s
stage (276)**
dom v
indecision (284)
dom 1
day (325)**

today (304) (second half of
compound)
long (length) (326)**
dom changes
ﬂato > 5
advise (264)
nondominant bentb
dom openb
slight (insult) (197)
nondominant openb
dom a
dollar (156)
expert (156)
hide (157)
iron (156)
knock (155)
not guilty (201) (second half of
compound)
polish (shine shoes) (155)
turtle (156)
dom opena
blame (164)
carve (sculpt) (163)
door bell (163)
establish (164)
impress (emphasize) (163)

185
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letter (mail) (164)
page (dictionary) (164)
surgery (operation) (164)
dom bentb
again (repeat) (207)
bread (208)
chapter (208)
excuse (208)
frequently (207)
from now on (209)
little (206)
million (207)
mortgage (installments) (208)
night (209)**
reduce (decrease) (206)
scrape (207)
slow (209)
soap (206)
thousand (207)
dom c
cake (213)
cake (another variant) (213)
can (bottle) (213)
certify (213)
chapter (214)
computer (214)
constitution [commandments]
(214)
cream (skim off) (213)
paragraph (214)
picture (photo) (214)
dom d
day (219)**
develop (219)
diamond (219)
dictionary (219)
doctor (219)
dom e
engaged (220)
encyclopedia (220)
dom f
count (225)
fail (flunk) (225)
write (pen) (225)
dom openf
ring (227)

dom g
graduate (229)
magazine (229)
dom h
butter (234)
holy (235)
honest (235)
naturally (of course) (236)
nurse (235)
screwdriver (235)
signature (235)
spoon (soup) (234)
stamp (236)
university (235)
dom i
art (draw) (241)
jam (jelly) (241)
dom k
fail (flop) (244)
graduate school (244)
kitchen (245)
piece (244)
poison (245)
principle (245)
program (245)
psychiatry (244)
dom l
ban (forbid) (248)
later (248)
law (248)
dom bentl
article (written) (251)
dom m
doctor (252)
dom o
sunrise (253)**
sunset (254)**
zero (253)
dom babyo
chicken (255)
match (255)
pencil (255)
write (255)
dom ﬂato
buy (260)
magazine (260)
money (260)
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dom r
rehabilitation (267)
research (268)
rule (268)
dom s
bell (276)
certify (276)
credit card (276)
state (276)
dom t
time (abstract) (281)
dom v
arise (286)
dance (285)
drown (285)
fall down (286)
fork (285)
lie down (285)
lose (a competition) (285)
mean (sense) (286)
predict (284)
read (286)
stand (285)
twice (287)
dom bentv
hilarious (293)
kneel (293)
dom x
cost (charge) (300)
key (300)
dom y
fat (waddle) (303)
impossible (303)
new york (303)
that (303)
dom 1
alarm (325)
appear (319)
begin (318)
cancel (criticize, correct) (322)
check (inspect) (321)
coin (change) (321)
depth (detail) (325)
disappear (319)
discuss (322)
escape (319)
half hour (324)

hour (324)
kill (murder) (320)
last week (322)
minus (negative) (325)
minute (325)
next week (322)
notice (observe) (320)
occasionally (323)
once (323)
owe (due, afford) (321)
pay (321)
tall (height) (324)
this (321)
week (321)
what (323)
dom 3
cheat (331)
garage (331)
park (331)
dom bent3
ticket (333)
dom 5
glory (344)
study (344)
tree (345)**
dom claw
boil (358)
cookie (358)
crude (rough) (357)
grapes (359)
weak (358)
dom open8
center (middle) (366)
medicine (366)
shiny (bright) (366)
take advantage of (rip off) (366)
technology (technician) (367)
touch (been there) (366)
dom changes
c > ﬂato
deflate (flat tire) (216)
xerox (217)
c>s
expire (run out) (217)
subtract (remove) (217)
openf > f
find (228)
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g > babyo
newspaper (230)
ﬂato > 5
expensive (264)
extravagant (265)
rich (265)
overflow (265)
v>t
videotape (289)
v > bentv
jump (290)
5 > ﬂato
learn (350)
student (350)
claw > a
greedy (362)
claw > s > 5
remove (discard) (362)
open8 > s
heart attack (368)
open8 > 8
greasy (gravy, fat) (368)
nondominant c
dom b
slipper (168)
dom h
get into bed (236)
dom ﬂato
install (investment) (261)
dom bentv
get in (293)
get out (294)
dom 1
swallow (326)
dom claw
beg (359)
dom changes
ﬂato > 5
grow (265)
1>x
pry (nosy) (330)
5 > ﬂato
disappear (351)
incorporate (whole) (351)
nondominant h
dom v
dive (287)

salt (287)
dom changes
c>s
nab (catch) (217)
nondominant l
dom 1
then (or) (327)
nondominant o
dom f
tea (226)
vote (225)
dom h
join (enlist) (236)
resign (drop out) (237)
dom ﬂat o
in(to) (261)
dom claw
drat (359)
nondominant ﬂato
dom 1
about (concerning) (327)
nondominant s
opena
defecate (165)
establish (165)
gas (165)
dom b
busy (168)
dom openb
blow up (hot temper) (197)
cover (lid) (197)
earth (367)
fire (terminate) (198)
full (complete) (197)
dom c
church (214)
chocolate (215)
dom f
watch (wrist watch) (226)
dom h
bandaid (237)
nation (237)
use (wear) 237)
dom k
passover (246)
principal (246)
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dom l
aide (assistant) (248)
dom t
temple (281)
dom v
bridge (288)**
save (288)
dom bentv
hard (294)
irish (294)
potato (294)
dom x
time (300)
dom 1
episcopal (326)**
might (power)**
penalty (punish) (327)**
tomato (327)
dom 5
enough (345)
dom open8
early (367)
naked (bare) (367)
dom 1-i
whiskey (306)
dom changes
c>5
incompetent (218)
t > opena
champagne (281)
5 > ﬂato
poor (352)**
8 > open8
melon (pumpkin) (364)
open8 > 5
soda pop (369)
nondominant v
dom 1
second (secondly) (328)
dom changes
openf > f
choose (228)
nondominant 1
dom a
banana (157)
practice (157)
trick (158)

dom b
partial to an individual (168)
dom openb
convince (198)
flag (198)
dom bentb
remind one person (209)
dom c
culture (215)
force (215)
dom e
environment (221)
dom g
word (229)
dom k
profession (246)
dom s
hit (277)
situation (277)
dom v
plug (outlet) (289)
plumbing (wrench) (288)
table it (shelve it) (288)
vocabulary (288)
dom bentv
nab (294)
dom x
from (300)
hang (closet) (301)
nag (300)
telegram (call tty) (301)
dom y
big word (303)
curse (304)
dom bent3
champion (333)
dom 5
candle (346)
popular (346)
dom claw
popular (359)
dom 1-i
cigarette (306)
dom changes
5>a
pretend (350)
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nondominant 5
dom openb
through (198)
dom ﬂato
cherry (berry) (261)
dom x
sandals (thongs) (301)
dom 1
among (amid) (329)
insult (329)
review (329)
freshman (328)
junior (328)
preparatory (year) (328)
sophomore (328)

nondominant open8
dom 1
skip class (329)
nondominant changes
c>s
dom changes
v >h
both (289)

Appendix D
Type 2: nondominant hand does not move and the hands have the same shape
(Note: ** indicates that our source lists the nondominant hand as passive.)
a
cracker (157)**
each (every) (155)
guitar (155)
pass by (155)
zip (155)
opena
ahead (162)
behind (162)
evade (avoid) (162)
far (162)
most (161)
remember (163)
b
autumn (168)**
door (open door) (167)
major field of study (167)
partial to (favor) (168)
soccer (167)
window (167)
bentb
easy (205)
exceed (205)

openb
above (184)
across (over) (186)
after (beyond, next) (191)
after (next) (191)
afternoon (195)**
against (prejudice) (189)
all (192)
all day (195)**
all afternoon (196)**
all night (196)**
all right (188)
almost (nearly) (188)
approach (near, next to) (192)
arrive (reach) (188)
average (medium) (190)
bake (184)
before (192)
below (184)
between (191)
birth (born) (193)
camcorder (videotape v.) (193)
cheap (190)
cheese (187)

Morpheme structure constraints on two-handed signs in American Sign Language
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clean (nice) (186)
college (187)
confront (face to face) (183)
cook (187)
disrupt (hinder) (191)
end (complete) (183)
enter (185)
fish (189)
gate (fence) (193)
good (well) (196)
humble (197)
improve (appreciate) (194)**
laid off (discharge, dismiss) (186)
midnight (194)**
morning (195)**
new (188)
noon (195)**
off (184)
on (184)
operate (execute, run) (185)
paint (189)
part (some) (193)
paper (186)
power (authority) (194)**
proof (188)
psychology (190)
rights (privileges) (188)
saw (186)
school (187)
share (190)
sing (music) (196)**
stop (189)
surface (185)
table (196)**
than (185)
time out (185)
warn (admonish) (185)
wash dishes (186)
f
delay (postpone, procrastinate)
(224)
ghost (224)
unfair (224)
h
chair (sit) (233)
decrease (lose weight) (233)
fun (234)

increase (gain weight) (233)
knife (232)
name (233)
sharp (232)
short (233)
spoon (234)
stamp (234)
train (233)
weight (scale) (p232)
i
international (241)
last (240)
residency school (240)
skinny (241)
k
careful (243)
keep (243)
l
brother (248)
sister (248)
s
advertise (275)
appointment (273)
coffee (274)
defeat (conquer) (275)
exaggerate (275)
fix (repair) (274)
hammer (274)
stone (273)
umbrella (274)
work (273)
year (274)
v
either (283)
save (preserve) (284)
bentv
dumbfounded (open-mouthed) (292)
tough (292)
w
worship (296)
x
ruin (torment) (299)
tease (299)
y
engineering (302)
1
add (317)

191
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aim (goal) (315)
allergy (315)
can’t (318)
correct (318)
cut (318)
digress (316)
month (317)
point (a noun) (316)
specific (316)
stray (317)
temperature (317)
toward (316)
turn back (turn around) (317)
until (316)
when (315)
4
jail (334)
line (form a line) (334)
5
blood (343)
blurry (vague) (344)
country (345)**
film (movie) (343)
schedule (344)
senior (343)
open8
cut class (365)
1-i
liquor (whiskey) (305)
trick (deceive, fraud) (305)

change handshape of dominant
nondominant is same as start
openb > a
call (summon) (199)
openb > bentb
center (middle) (200)
frequent (often) (200)
pet (tame) (200)
pie (199)
openb > s
collect (200)
h > g > babyo
too late (train gone) (238)
s>1
next year (279)
bentv > v
change the topic (295)
nondominant is same as end
bentb > openb
send (209)
reject (cast off) (210)
ﬂato > openb
put down (register) (264)
5 > ﬂato
additionally (amendment)
(351)
claw > ﬂato
pear (362)
claw > s
win (363)
nondominant is same as start and end
bentl > l > bentl
camera (251)

Appendix E
Type 3: hands have diﬀerent shapes and move as a unit
Hands are touching constantly
non-dom b
dom v
ride (as on bike or horse) (284)
non-dom openb
dom a
lead (156)

dom opena
help (164)
dom bentb
english (208)
dom openf
meat (227)
dom ﬂato
flexible (261)
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dom r
require (268)
dom s
sample (symbol) (276)
dom x
demand (insist) (299)
dom 1
show (320)
dom 3
ship (331)

non-dom s
dom h
used to (usually) (237)
dom r
reinforce (268)
dom v
watch (287)
dom 5
pressure (oppress) (345)
non-dom 1
dom openb
oppress (198)
dom f
unique (except) (226)
non-dom 3
dom 5
helicopter (346)
Hands touch some of the time
non-dom 1
dom 5
mainstreaming (negative
connotation) (346)

Appendix F
Type 4A: reﬂection across the vertical midsaggital plane
a
area (152)
association (152)
bath (bathe) (154)
cabinet (153)
can (153)
coat (154)
go steady (152)
try (153)
with (accompany) (152)
opena
address (159)
challenge (158)
deny (159)
down payment (159)
b
blanket (166)
corner (166)
open (horizontal) (165)

open (vertical) (166)
shut (close) (165)
bentb
demote (202)
equal (fair) (202)
even (202)
have (204)
heavy (202)
hope (203)
how (203)
promote (202)
separate (apart) (203)
tired (204)
young (204)
openb
advance (168)
allow (171)
attention (170)
bet (173)
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bible (holy book) (238) (second half of
compound)
boat (174)
body (177)
book (175)
children (169)
city (173)
convince (172)
encourage (cheer up) (172)
floor (169)
general (174)
here (169)
house (173)
introduce (172)
lean (drawn, thin) (176)
narrow (171)
offer (170)
person (171)
pray (174)
request (174)
rise (stand up) (169)
shape (figure, sculpture) (158)
sunday (170)
swim (169)
things (170)
volleyball (170)
way (hall) (171)
wide (171)
c
binoculars (210)
bowl (211)
class (211)
client (211)
communicate (212)
fancy (decorate) (211)
d
date (social) (218)
decoder (218)
department (218)
divorce (218)
e
educate (220)
effort (220)
f
caption (subtitle) (222)
cat (223)
family (221)

important (222)
petty (221)
sentence (222)
g
frame (228)
grammar (228)
group (228)
h
bacon (230)
bandit (231)
innocent (231)
i
individual (239)
lonely (talk to self) (239)
paranoid (240)
spaghetti (239)
k
permission (allow) (242)
person (241)
place (location) (241)
l
gun (247)
language (247)
license (247)
live (247)
robbery (hold-up) (247)
vagina (247)
bentl
card (250)
conceited (250)
eyeglasses (250)
huge (251)
lucky (250)
plate (249)
o
diploma (253)
nothing (253)
organization (253)
babyo
celebrate (255)
revenge (254)
ﬂato
dirt (soil) (257)
feed (266) (second half of compound)
more (258)
provide (give) (258)
put (move) (258)
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sell (store) (258)
teach(er) (257)

announce (311)
answer (311)
chinese (311)
coincide (parallel) (307)
come here (307)
computer (308)
during (while) (307)
fame (312)
finally (308)
go to (attend) (307)
happen (308)
laugh (311)
opposite (306)
quake (scared) (307)
sin (306)
smile (311)
succeed (308)
wheelchair (309)

r
doughnut (267)
rabbi (267)
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s
accident (270)
break (270)
can (269)
carpentry (269)
cold (269)
motorcycle (269)
power (strength) (268)
shoes (270)
ski (268)
stretch (269)
t
team (281)
try (280)

4
curtains (333)
hanukkah (334)

v
funeral (282)
scorn (282)
tent (camping) (283)
vain (flattery) (282)
very (283)
bentv
analyze (290)
dead (for animals) (290)
quote (290)
squirrel (293)
w
winter (295)
x
award (296)
dangerous (296)
ski (297)
urge (coax) (297)
y
contrary (301)
cow (bull) (302)
measure (302)
now (301)
play (301)
still (302)
today (ﬁrst half of compound) (304)
1
alike (same) (310)

5
abandon (336)
afraid (338)
chat (335)
cool (air) (337)
deer (340)
dress (wear) (341)
embarrass (337)
excellent (marvelous) (336)
finish (over) (339)
fire (338)
flirt (339)
friendly (337)
holiday (342)
moose (340)
nervous (338)
retired (342)
russia (342)
snow (338)
well! (so!) (335)
what (335)
claw
animal (356)
audience (353)
audiologist (radio) (353)
ball (sphere) (352)
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don’t want (353)
fat (354)
monkey (356)
much (a lot) (352)
rain (353)
salad (355)
sweat (354)
want (353)
open8
computer (364)
contact (a person) (364)
disappointed (depressed) (364)
light (weight) (364)
what’s up? (364)
l-i
i love you (304)
1-i
mock (304)
tent (camping) (305)
change handshape
a > opena
sweetheart (159)
a>5
bless (158)
give up (yield) (158)
without (158)
openb > a
depart (199)
openb > bentb
donkey (199)
injustice (second part of compound —
201)
bentb > openb
bury (grave) (209)
c>s
hotdog (216)
president (215)
c>s>c>s
sausage (216)
d > babyo
what’s happening? (what are you
doing?) (219)
f>5
worthless (227)
g>l
wake up (229)
h>c

couch (238) (second half of compound)
l > bentl
fast (249)
l> babyo
japan (249)
l> s
linguistics (249)
bentl > babyo
card (license plate) (251)
eyeglasses (251)
o>k
opportunity (254)
o>5
nothing (254)
babyo > 1
correspondence (257)
spend time (256)
surprise (256)
wake up (256)
ﬂato > a
spend (treat) (261)
ﬂato > 5
afraid (263)
bloom (262)
correspondence (262)
distribute (262)
land (266)
lose (misplace) (262)
spread (spill) (263)
s>5
awful (277)
express feelings (278)
fireworks (279)
how many (278)
magic (278)
many (278)
t > opena
fast (281)
1>x
test (330)
3 > opena
collision (accident) (332)
3 > bent3
devil (333)
greedy (332)
mischievous (332)
5>a
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dissolve (fade) (346)
5 > bentb
pants (trousers) (347)
5 > ﬂato
accept (348)
football (ball) (348)
meeting (conference) (348)
wet (humid) (347)
5>s
adopt (take up) (349)
brave (healthy) (350)
5 > claw
ice (freeze) (350)

claw > ﬂato
soft (360)
claw > s
drawer (360)
8>5
awful (363)
hate (363)
8 > open8
australia (363)

Appendix G
Reﬂection across other planes
Type 4B: reﬂection across a vertical wall plane in front of the body
Note: * indicates that the reﬂection is not perfect. Instead, the angle of the elbows is responsible
for a 90 degree diﬀerence in the angle of the hands.
1

f
*belong (join, unite) (222)
perfect (221)
k
perfect (242)

meet (309)
hands change
5>f
*belong (join) (347)

Type 4C: reﬂection across a horizontal plane
openb
clap (175)
hinge (174)
c
*marry (212)
babyo
exact (254)

v
fornicate (283)
x
*pull (299)
4
assembly line (334)

Type 4D: reﬂection across a rotated midsaggital plane
openb
hate (avoid, abhor) (172)
v
look forward to (282)
bentv
laid up (290)

5
father (honoriﬁc) (340)
mother (honoriﬁc) (341)
hands change
5 > ﬂato
sum (total) (347)
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Type 4E: reﬂection across a semantically selected plane
plane cuts through center of dominant shoulder
bentb
responsibility (204)
plane cuts through center of heart
1
heart (312)
since (all along) (310)
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Appendix H
Type 4F: reﬂection over time
hands take turns
openb
hands (181)
c
comfortable (212)
s
box (fight) (272)
non-dominant openb > 1

dom 1 > openb
debate (322)
non-dominant 5 > open8
dom open8 > 5
bible (369) (second part of compound)
jesus (369)

hands have same shape and do same act ﬁrst on one side of the plane, then on the other
1

b
pants (slacks) (175)

according to (as, also) (310)
weep (315)

Appendix I
Type 4A-i: reﬂection with inversion across vertical midsaggital plane straight path
a
drum (154)
opena
brag (161)
which (160)
bentb
balance (205)
openb
maybe (180)
enthusiastic (zealous, methodist)
(182)
wash, towel (the body; the face) (183)

d
describe (218)
f
explain (223)
judge (223)
h
hurry (231)
i
egotistical (240)
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ﬂato
cosmetics (259)
fix (258)
pack (258)
s
doubt (waver) (272)
bentv
difficult (291)
roller skate (292)
tournament (291)
x
direct (control) (298)
grimace (298)
ice skate (298)
1
argue (312)
lame (313)
socks (314)
stars (313)
talk (315)
3
awkward (clumsy) (331)
walk (331)
5
traffic (343)
claw
type (356)
hands change
claw > s
cruel (361)
semicircular arc
openb
compare (distinguish) (173)
s
car (272)
circular path
a
tie a knot (154)
opena
ambitious (aggressive) (161)
act (performance) (161)
science (160)
b
trouble (167)
e
emotion (220)
evaluate (220)

f
exchange (223)
k
people (243)
ﬂato
budget (259)
feast (259)
s
agony (273)
bar/bat mitzvah (272)
bike (272)
v
visit (283)
x
exchange (298)
1
consider (314)
sign language (314)
open8
excited (366)
circular path that travels
openb
ancestors (181)
descendants (181)
kind (generous) (183)
h
heritage (231)
secondary movement: wrist twist
opena
contest (161)
f
interpret (223)
olympics (224)
ﬂato
number (259)
bentv
problem (291)
w
weather (295)
1
hurt (306)
5
crowded (343)
hands change
openf > f
story (228)
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5 > ﬂato
tell a story (348)
secondary movement: wrist bend
openb
doesn’t matter (182)
walk (180)

5
flatter (manipulate) (342)
wrist bend that travels
1
variety (313)
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Appendix J
Type 4C-i: reﬂection with inversion across horizontal plane
straight path
hands change
claw > s
destroy (361)
circular path
a
chew (154)
wash (154)
opena
socialize (160)
1
travel (313)
claw
laugh (hysterically) (356)
mix (357)
circular path that travels
1
tornado (313)
claw
storm (clouds) (356)
secondary movement: wrist twist
claw
washing machine (357)

Appendix K
Type 4*: imperfect reﬂection
Type 4A*: imperfect reﬂection across the vertical midsaggital plane
stay (continue) (159)

a
algebra (153)
opena

B
quiet (166)
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openB
block (defend, guard) (176)
divide (split, go dutch) (175)
not (don’t do that) (169)
peace (179)
prevent (me), block (me) (176)
relax (177)
sandwich (175)
c
calculus (211)
f
connection (relationship) (222)
free (doesn’t cost) (221)
g
geometry (229)
h
egg (230)
highway (230)
named (called) (231)
rabbit (230)
i
independent (239)
k
arithmetic (243)
borrow (242)
lend (242)
worse (243)
m
mathematics (252)
o
none (252)
r
relax (267)
relay operator (266)
s
accustom (270)
defend (271)
free (emancipate) (271)
hold (270)
hug (love) (271)
make (272)
neck (kiss) (271)
support (endorse) (275)
bentv
poison (291)
x
spanish (297)

suspend (hold up) (297)
1
but (309)
conflict (clash) (310)
consistent (318)
cross (309)
depend on (317)
knit (312)
4
net (sieve) (334)
5
football (340)
germany (340)
gray (343)
merge (main stream) (339)
pregnant (340)
wrestling (339)
claw
bear (356)
breakdown (collapse) (355)
combine (merge) (355)
fit (match) (355)
machine (factory) (355)
roommate (353)
spider (354)
1-i
sarcasm (305) (dom moves, then both
move)
hand changes
openb > bentb
hypocrite (199)
c>s
abbreviate (216)
f>5
detach (break up) (227)
s>b
shelter (280)
s > openb
hill (280)
s>5
bawl out (278)
s > claw
expand (279)
1>x
complex (330)
ugly (330)
5 > ﬂato
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wedding (348)
5>s
acquire (get) (349)
arrest (grab) (349)
fascinate (349)
claw > s
self-control (suppress feelings)
(360)
trust (confidence) (361)
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Type 4A*-i: imperfect reﬂection with inversion
across the vertical midsaggital plane
k
kind (sort) (243)
w
world (296)

Appendix L: rotation
Type 5B: rotation starting from what looks like the vertical wall plane
1

h
closet (locker) (232)
t
translate (280)
x

relatives (314)
change handshape
t>l
translate (282)

change (298)
Type 5C: rotation starting from what looks like the horizontal plane
openb
become (179)
c
hamburger (212)

s
grieve (273)
x
friend (299)

Appendix M: translation
Type 6: hands move on parallel paths
path is arbitrary
do (action, deed) (210)

b
behavior (166)
openb
arrange (plan) (171)
c

k
party (242)
r
ready (266)
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1

w
war (295)

struggle (307)
4
war (333)
5
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wind (breezes) (336)
g > babyo
gossip (230)
ﬂato > 5
move out (263)
path is semantically motivated
a
dig (shovel) (153)
opena
baptism (159)
openb
bring (170)
c
coconut (210)
s
baseball (270)
canoe (269)
1
corn on the cob (310)
5
play piano (336)
Type 6+: hands move as a unit
path is circular
f

y
cooperate (222)

uniform (standard) (302)
5

k
supervise (242)

america (339)

path is semantically motivated
a
golf (152)
path is a morpheme
x
best friend (297)

openb
baby (176)
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Appendix N
Type 7A: glide reﬂection across the vertical midsaggital plane
y

a

humorous (302)

pull (152)
1
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b
relief (166)
satisfied (content) (167)
bentb
limit (reserved, restrict, capacity)
(201)
sandwich (picnic) (203)
openb
admit (acquiesce, confess, yield)
(178)
box (179) (ﬁrst half of sign)
breathe (178)
butterfly (174)
dark (173)
enjoy (joy, pleasure) (178)
grateful (appreciative) (176)
happy (177)
heaven (182) (dom moves, then both
move)
o
office (253) (ﬁrst half of sign)
r
respond (react) (267)
room (267) (ﬁrst half of sign)

pass by (309)
5
catch (335)
parade (337)
party (verb) (336)
sad (337)
traffic (337)
vomit (detest) (341)
wait (338)
claw
shock (354)
open8
disease (365)
sick (365)
hand changes
l > bentl
run (252)
ﬂato > 5
inform (263)
s>5
cause (278)
obey (277)
open8 > 8
interesting (368)

Appendix O: Other types of glide reﬂections
Type 7E: Glide reﬂection across a semantically selected plane
plane cuts through side of chest
a
army (soldier) (153)
plane cuts through center of heart
openb
devotion (love) (177)
open8
tend (365)
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Type 7F: Glide reﬂection across a vertical midsaggital plane over time
opena
puzzle (game) (160)
bentb
build (205)
progress (205)
openb
stairs (180)
h
build (232)
s > claw
climb (ladder) (279)

